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EXCHANGE

PELKEY AND OTHERS

XewBurg, N.Y., May M. When the
CAMPAIGN GIFTS trial of Burton V. Gibson for the alleged murder of Rosa Szabo was resum-e- (
CARLOAD OF WITNESSES AND
today, John Mintcirn, of Greenwood
Washington, 1). ('., May 26. Darthe only eye witness of the faLake,
o
MANY NEWSPAPER MEN ARRIVE win P. Kingsley, president the New tality, was subjected to a. close
York Life Insurance company, apMinturn said he watched the boat
pealed today to the senate
handling the income tax sec- containing Gibson and Mrs. Szabo at a
from ihe tion of the tariff bill to exempt all in- distance of three-right- s
of a mile. It
Marquette, Mich., May 26. Colonel Mid, receiving permission
and appeared to him tli.it. Gibson seized
by court, moved to a liiore favorab e surance written for protection
Theodore Roosevelt, accompanied
mutual benefit and not for profits. He the woman and pushed her overboard.
p retinue p
friends, witnesses and position, facing tin box.
The clerk put the names of the veil had a spirited exchange with Senator Then Gibson, he said, went overboard
this
here
arrived
men,
lewspapei
on a slip of
Williams over campaign contributions fiom the other side nf the boat, swam
morning. His suit for $10,000 damages iremen, each written
New-ett- ,
into a tin box and after shaking disclosed in the Hughes
investiga- to the boat and upst it and then apcharging libel against George A.
began to pick out the names' tion several years ago.
peared to pull off the Jersey of his
publisher of the Ishpeming Iron the boxone
until twelve men were seat"When your company paid $25i,0--tbathing suit.
Ore, is scheduled to begin at 2 o'clock one by
Senut-n-j
The state charts that Gibson
this afternoon, with the selection of ed in the box for examination as pro- to a campaign fund," asked
Williams, "none of that money exev clicked the woman, pushed her over- jective jurors.
r jury.
was participated in by the
Nature of the Suit.
The forenoon proceedings in court
board, jumped overboard from the op- holders, was it?"
r i.eupied Jess than a minute.
to
side of the boat, upset it and
then
Pound
posite
explained
Attorney
"No, it was not," said Mr. Kingsley. tore off his Jersey to make it appear
read the ihe men the purpose of the suit.
"Roosevelt vs. Newett,"
.
....
v
liieu urn,, ino.cu
t Qf hi8 guH jn a
clerk of the court from the calendar.
"id
hft had ,ost
"This suit," said Mr. Pound,
"The plaintiff Is ready," said Attor- brought by Theodore
to save the woman.
of yau.vB MdC.i.u,.o
Roosevelt
R(twtf1(,
in all the earnings of the
ney V. S. Hill.
The defense is that the death
New York, against the defendant, participated
was false, didn't it?"
Mrs. Szabo was an accident.
"The defense Is ready," repeated At- - Xewett, charging libel. I think that is company
Mr.
retnrred,
"It
Kingsley
proved,"
Ell I need to say at present, and I will
torney W. P. Belden.
"that the judgment of this company's
Judge Flannighan then announced pioceed to question you."
officers who paid this campaign contri LOUETT CONFERS
that the case would begin at 2 o'clock
Joseph Robear, 25 years old, a team- bution
thinking it was necessary to
Ask-fiu the afternoon.
ster, enld he lived in Tr.hpeming.
WITH M'REYNOLDS
the assets of the company,
protect
whether the fact that the alleged was bad."
Suit Began at 2 p. m.
The libel suit brought by Col. Theo- libel took place in Ishpeming wou'd
"It proved more than that," assert
Washington, D. C, May 26. Robert
dore Roosevelt against George Xewett influence him in forming an opinion ed Senator Williams.
"It was abso S. Lovett and X. II. Loomis, representnot.
would
it
Kobear
replied,
I was a policyholdproprietor of the Ishpeming Iron Ore,
lute dishonesty.
ing the Union Pacific railroad, conNot a Joke.
began before Judge Richard C. Fla..
er and a Democrat and you took part ferred with Attoney General McRey-nold"Do you look upon the publication of my money and gave it away to
nigan this afternoon.
on plans for dissolution of the
the el such a statement about Colonel protect me against my own party. B it Union Pacific
At 2 o'clock the court called
and Southern Pacific
as
a
in Roosevelt
case of "Roosevelt vs. Xewett,"
joke?"
has all that sort of thing been done merger, which may be submitted to
which Col. Rooosevelt is asking $H."No, I would not consider It a joke.' away with?"
the department of justice within a
President few days.
replied
"Absolutely,"
which
laws
Ho explained
Kingsley.
It is understood here that the Union
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BE SAVED FROM FRAUD

HEART FAILURE WAS NOT THE CAUSE!

SCORES OF ADVERTISEMENTS

THAT

Calgary, Alberta, May 20. Warrants
were issued early today for the arrest
RAISE FINAL AND PITIFUL HOPES
of Tommy Burns, who staged last Saturday's prize fight iu which Luther
McCarty met his death; William
McCarty's manager; Referee
New York, May 20. Dr Joseph J. operation of the alleged cure had a
Ed. Smith, and several trainers and
O'Connell, health ollicer of Ihe port of tendency to accelerate rather than reto tard the progress of the disease.
Xew York, sent a letter today
A Cruel Fraud,
This development followed an order Health Commissioner Lederle request-i'rothe attorney general at Edmon- - ing him to submit to the board of
"it seems to me that it would bo
ton, Alberta, that all principals in the health at its next meeting a resold-- j culpable for us to longer hesitate, and
arrangements tor the fight be arrested tion prohibiting the administration of that; our duty now is to insist upon
and the northwest mounted police the Friedmann treatment for tuber-- j such a regulation and supervision of
were instructed to execute the order culosis in New York, until such time this enterprise as shall prevent the
mediately. It is understood that the as those Interested affirmatively in perpetration upon the public of a danthe gerous and cruel fraud. We can not
nipn nrrPKtpH will lift nil! inri.il with its administration shall notify
lnnoculated ovelook the fact that this treatment
health department of
complicity in manslaughter.
lias been exploited much after the
Arthur Pelkey, McCarty's opponent, character.
The report or me investigator oi manner or tne expionanon or many
who was arrested on a charge of man-- i
mining securities and other
slaughter, will be given a preliminary J'01"" department," reads the letter,
in-scnemes iroiu wiiicu uio
wnose
wiui
nnanciai
experience
in
11
peculiar
at
o'clock
court
police
hearing
.
this morning, but owing to the decis-- ; berculosis gives his reports com pell- credulous public has suffered.
Awakens Pitiful Hopes,
ion last night of the physicians who ing force, are all to the effect that
of the
conducted the autopsy that McCarty's the dangers which might be nppre- ' "The wide advertisement
effect of awaken- death resulted from dislocation of the hended in such a form of treatment serum has had an
present therein. He ing a final and pitiful hope In the
neck and not heart failure, as had been are actually
the
finds
that
patients subjected to breasts of the desperately ill, .which
at first announced, it is anticipated
not
but shrewd and conscienceles men might
that the hearing will be adjourned this treatment haveto an improved
extent great- turn into an immense financial profit.
have lost ground
the
of
the
result
coroner's
awaiting
er than might be expected from natu- There has been time and opportuniinquest, wjiich will be held at 4 o'clock ral ravages of the disease.
ty in plentiful measure extended to
this afternoon.
Dr. Friedmann and those who proDangerous Results,
Wrestler Had Better Luck.
"lie finds that where the tubercu- pose similar remedies for tubercuMontreal, May 26. Tho injuries losis had affected one side prior to losis to demonstrate the therapeutic
which Stanislaus Zbyskos sustained inoculation with the serum
(sic) value of their treatments, but there
ju a wrestling match Saturday night there was after such inoculation an has been no such demonstration
of
with Constant Le Marin are inconse- unnaturally rapid development of the value. On the other hand, we have
quential and consist only of "a slight tubercular process on the hitherto. before us reports of the gravest char- erosion" instead of a serious fracture healthy side, which indicates that the) actor."
prohibit It.
Pacific and the Southern Pacific inter- of the skull, according to a bulletin
President Kingsley submitted a de ests have not agreed on a method of issued by Zbyskos's doctors today.
tailed statement of his company s dissolution. The
plan of the Union Pa- The erosion, they added, was at the COURT'S DECISION
NAUIGABLE RIUER
business and resources to show that cific is
expected to represent the view seat of a cut over the eye which the
on
a
business
conducted
it
actually
of
out
DECISION BY THE
received
wrestler
THAN
MORE
HITS
of
tumbling
by
on
road
its
the
that
of
disposition
nominal basis. The total assets of
of Southern Pacific stock the ring. No complications are ex$126,000,000
SUPREME COURT
FARMERS
were
$719,000,
the company last year
"d also its view of the proposed pected, though the patient will not be
000 and he declared not a dollar was f
10
8
or
for
to
wrestle again
days.
transfer of the Central Pacific to the able
The
I). C. May 26
Le Marin asserts that he did not
kept back from the fund in which Union Pacific. The Southern Pacific,
Washington,
Washington, D. C, May 26. More
holders
court today decided that the
participated.
contest
he
policy
and
foul
supreme
may
says
reclaon
Zbyskos
thousand
farmers
ten
to
Central
averse
the
than
is
surrend.'ng
the decision slvor Zybskos, inasmuch mation
gownmuni wis net 4'eciuiral to pay
projects of the west will be the1 Chandler I)unbar;Water
Fower
it was based on Le Marin's alleged
las
NOW
affected by the supreme court's deci company $550,000 as adjudged by a
foul.
sion today that they must pay to the Michigan federal court for water powATTACK GOLF LINKS THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
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AN
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Two militant suffragettes attempted
tion projects, pending their comple- - river.
write-uof
in
New
the
Mexican,
continued
Finance
early today to damage the golf links
tion.
It was held that the flow of a navithe bio- the school exercises,
here and so Interfere with the open- hearings on the tariff bill, President
D.
river was In no sense the propthe
in
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is
decision
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The
by
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This
Miss Miriam Cartwright.
The women were intercepted near Senator Williams' committee.
Sunny gj,je T;njt of the Yakima, The decision is regarded as a precedent-were
error.
an
is
The
sketcnes
House.
the seventeenth green by the night
one.
Washington, project to have the re making
written by another member of
meets Tuesday,
Not in session;
guards, who have been on duty in
cutfrom
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service
enjoined
Si
the class, and as Miss Cartwright
considerable force for over a week noon.
WILL KEEP SILENT.
ting off the water supply to enforce
was mentioned in almost campli- owing to threats of militant leaders.
Grand Junction, Colo., May 26. Tho
collection of bucIi charges, Imposed
mentary manner ir the article,
One of the women escaped but later GOVERNOR OF ARIZONA
to be ab- ulie naturally wishes
under instructions from the secretary Grand Junction chamber of commerce
GUARDS CONVICTS AT PEN.
was caught. She was liberated after
of the interior in 1002. Nearly a mil- board of directors at a special meeting
solved from the position as au- being searched.
Phoenix, Ariz., May 26. Armed
The error
lion dollars have already been collect- decided today not to adopt resolutions
as regula- X thor of the write-up- .
with rifle and revolver,
Half a mil- opposing free sugar.
ed by the government.
PATENTED
MAY
tions require, Governor George W. P. X occurred from the tact that her
lion more is about due.
name was the first one appearing
ARTICLES AT CUT RATES. Hunt mounted guard on the peniteu- announced
the
Justice Lamar
and she was credited with being
Washington, D. C, May 26. Pat- tiary walls at Florence for two hours
ihe writer. The New Mexican X court's unanimous decision and dePROMINENT MEN WILL
ented articles sold under price re- yesterday while the convicts and their
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intended
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she may be placed in the right
S The New Mexican's great $5,-supreme court so held today in the ball.
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Rev. Ira B. Kilborne, aged S4, one
accepted bribes from the contractor. Long Beach, began an official inspecof the injured, died this afternoon,
Losee was the only mat brought to tion and investigation.
One of the principal witnesses be- This brings the total number of dead
trial. The jury disagreed and without
fore
the coroner's jury will be James to 47.
Losee
second
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to
trial
time,
going
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GEORGE

A,
'

for the publication
by
Newett last October of an editorial
cnarging Col. Roosevelt with druric-ciicnsThe regular venire of 36 me j
cime nto court immediately and the
work of selecting a jury began.
Many Women Present.
th?
Before the case was called
cturt room was filled with spectators,
including many women, mostly seated
iu the balconies.
The corridors
were thronged with others anx-6uto be the first to enter when tte
doors were opened to the general public. Judge Flannigan announced that
none would be admitted after the
jegular seats had been filled. Colonel
Roosevelt, who arrived here early in
ihe day, accompanied by former mem
bers of his cabinet, and a number of
witnesses, arrived at the court house
shortly before the case .was called,
lie drove up In an automobile, and
walking between the two secret
men, went into the court rocm
His arrival was not attended by any

JP

1

00 damages

out-hid- e
s

Eel-vic- e

demonstration.
The room remained perfectly quiet
as Col. Roosevelt entered. He took
a chair beside William H. Van
of New York, one of UU
lawyers. He listened attentively while
the names of the veniremen were
teing called by Clerk Jenks.
No Greetings.
The defendant sat at a table, wita
his lawyers, to the right and some-hat In front of the plaintiff. Neither
appeared to see the other.
Attorney Pound thought that the
lawyers had ome advantaz"
i!. having a table nearur the jury bo:,
Beif-Echolc-

v

I

eORONER'S INQUEST ON THURSDAY WILL

FIX GUILT FOR LONG BEACH HORROR

THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
IFF.

PLAINT-

-

,

Examined by William P. Belden
counsel for Newett, Robear was ask
ed:
"Would the fact thaht the plaintiff
nas been a president of the Unitr ::
States affect you any different from
what you would feel if he were a plain
citizen, like Mr. Newett?"
"No, that fact would not affect me.-- '
"You would not be influenced by the
tact that he has been president?'
No sir."
(ho
Hugo Erickson. of Ishpeming,
next to be examined, said he did no- -,
know the defendant, had neither business nor social relations with hint
"Would it make any difference tr
jou that one party to the suit was a
resident of the state of New York
and the other a neighbor?" asked Attorney Pound.
"No," replied the witness.
"If a newspaper declared that some
cne is guilty of murder or burglary,
would you regard It as a joke or a ser
ious matter?''
-

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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AND AUTHOR, WEDS FAIR WIDOW
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MaffSSON TO DROP
BOMBS ON WARSHIP GUERRERO

MAN-BIR- D

Nogales, Ariz., May 26. Aviator rero lying in Guaymas harbor, says a
Didler Masson and his war aeroplane report reaching here. Simultaneousarrived today at the front above ly the insurgent troops 'will move
Guaymas and will begin operations against the gulf port town. It is asat once against the gunboat Guer- - serted by state officials.
.

.
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ir
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PACE TWO

SANTA FE NET MEXICAN
KNOW IT WELL.

Coffee

.1

1913.

We are on the Watch
FoUNtW THINGS. WE
KEEP UP WITH THE.
TMExS- - WHEN ANY--

te

Carefully
kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe testimony.
-J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
OUT YOU CAN FIND
Fe, N. Mex., says: "A dull pain In the
small of my back, sometimes extendIN
CORPUS CHRISTI PROCESSION, WITH
ing into my bladder, caused mo a
great deal of suffering, particularly
CARRYING
PITAVAL
ARCHBISHOP
I was bothered
when I took cold.
HERE
UNDER
THE HOST-H- ELD
mostly in the winter, and in addition
to the pain in my back, there were
IDEAL WEATHER CONDITIONS.
of Inflammation of the
symptoms
The kidney secretions1 were
bladder.
S. S. S. i n
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highly colored and when passed were
and
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attended with a scalding pain.
never usTd another remedy that acted
Tim purpose of (he kidneys bolngr to
filter ue blood the question ol' treatias satisfactorily as Doan's Kidney
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ii.,,Ji)oyed kidney weukness should
Pills.
They proved to be just the
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Instead of
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medicine my case required and tht
drafts iind ullesed kidney Ktinnilatil.l
the better plan is to purify the blood
complete cure they brought me, has
antidotal effect" sueh us you
with
led me to recommend them on more
Corpus Christi, one of the
Bet fi :n S. S. S.
than one occasion.''
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chief festivals of the
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vessels, and it Is to stimulate
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1264 by Pope Urban IV in honor
the l'r:: 'tional activity of kidney tisNew York, sole agents for the United
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this capillary net work
Slates.
S. shows one of its most
that P.
on the Thursday after Trinity
TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
effects.
Remember the name Donn's and
Sunday. The day is sometimes oh- The medicinal value of the com
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND WE CAN SOON GIVE YOU WHAT
take no other.
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served, however, on the following
ponents of H. 8. S. is relatively just YOU WANT. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON THE PRICE AND
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as vital to healthy kidney action as
Sunday with a procession to enthe nutriment obtained from train. TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
Is able the faithful to make a "pub- - meat,
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iS .lie" act of faith.
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daily food is to the natural FAIR, SQUARE PRICES.
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DOING
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reconstructive requirements of the tis- - BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.
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And there Is one component of
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Hundreds of people turned out yes-- pose of siimulatitiK Iho cellular tissues
It. X. Harry, conductor
on the
bruiich becveen here and tcrday (o see thousands of Catholics,
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clrms selection or its own essential Phone 14.
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Phone 14.
nuns, lm,,.hm.nt.
killed Sunday lmen, women and children,
l.ainy was aecidi-ntallTluls ,n pasf,s ot rheu.
morning at the hitter .ihtee, at about jpiests and prelates, make a public act jnint!m, cystitis, chronic sore throat,
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terday, as usual, leaving here
ifuith, the ceremony was a beautiful Ga.. it ml Co..
if you have any
1
ly alter eight o'clock. The train crew land consoling one. To the spectators, or "b.stinnte blood trouble, write to
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so.
do
It will be worth your while to
the time of the acci Jvit and had a ing, original and spectacular.
You will find ,S. S. S. on sale at all
There was one feature of the proces- dm-- ; Htore.s.
coupling to make witii the third car
from the engine.
Tno cars being sion which appealed to everyone and
switched were coal cars, and the or- tttat was the be?,uty o the little chil- i.ioi.ies.
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the
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It will not pay you to warte your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing cot
pany.

..Subscribe for the Santa F. Hew
the paper that boosts ah
the time and works for the upbuild
Mexican,

ins of our new State.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fo, N. M., Apr!)
9, 1913.

"Notice is hereby given that. Hiram
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
March

Homestead

18th, 190", made

Entry 04042 No. 1090C. ior NE
Section 26, Township 11 N., Range 8
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
r
of intention to make
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, V.
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
five-yea-

May 20, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
H. Cantwell, J. H. Slane, all of Stan
ley, N. M
MANUEL, R OTERO,

Register
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ANSWERS MISS
TRUE
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INSURANCE

Frances D. True, Clara D. h'.nds of the defendant, Matilda Coxo Miss True did not desire to answer,
True, et nl., as result of a suit, to Stevenson, the plaintiff sold alfalfa Llnilire Ahl.nl t overruled the objections.
convey the substantial property to ami hay to the value of $29.j.iS, retain- saying that as far as business was conIn connection wit u ing and spending (ho said sum in di- cerned it would have to stand aside, as
Mrs. Stevenson.
tli is evidence Mr. Henehan, attorney vers and sundry ways, and including business was not as necessary as the
for Mrs. Stevenson, offered in evi- Hie rush aforesaid, had and received truth.
Mr. Renehan and Mr. Crist had a
dence the decree of the court in the of and from the said defendant to be
'.peinleil or accounted for to her hen-fil- l lawyers' bout of words in which the
latter case, called the "old Stevenscm-Tiuhe sum of $S3S,GS.
former said that this suit, was only the,
case," and
particularly tha'
"That the plaintiff in this cause, beginning and that there were damage
clause thereof which is found on page
ITS of record K, in the ulHce of the Frances n. True, with reference to the, suits
and criminal
suits coming
and expenditure enough to keep Crist busy for a couplu
clerk of the district court, for Santa aforesaid
receipt
mood in the place of the defendant of years.
l i county which is in words and figdura 1. True, in cause No. G3HS.
ures as follows:
Hen
who had been a star
"That the defendant, Airs. Steven- witness Sherman,
"2. That the defendant, Frances 1).
and whose witty testimony
to
should
the son,
have and recover of and was
True, should have conveyed
published a day or so ago, was
plaintiff, Matilda Coxe Stevenson, the from the plaintiff, Frances I). True, on the Htand again Saturday.
tracts of land illustrated and marked as for moneys had and received hv the Asked by Air. Crist how high a ceron said exhibits Nos. 7 audi as F, li, M, said plaintiff from the defendant, Ma- - tain part of the gate was that was coni tilda Coxo Stevenson, and not accountO and P. and the. tract described as
structed by 'Mrs. Stevenson, Sherman
of $21)3.92, her damg east of the Uio Grande river, but. ed for, the sum
replied, "three feet."
she wrongfully and fraudulently omit ages with interest thereon from the
Air. Christ asked him if he measurted to convey to the plaintiff the tracts first day of June, 19ns, at the rate of ed it.
7
ti
cent
Nos.
annum
exhibits
the
said
until paid.
per
per
marked on
Sherman said that he didn't.
and 1 as F, O and P, in which wrong"It. is therefore considered, orderMr. Crist, then asked him how ho
ful and fradulent omission the defend- ed and adjudged
that the plaintiff, knew that it was three feet.
ant, Clara 1). True, was the active True, take nothing by her action, but
Mr. Sherman replied that he was
agent, and aided, assisted and abetted, that the defendant,
Stevenson,
go mst six feet ta'l and that the gate
knowingly and wilfully."
hence, thereof without day; and it at that part was just half as tall as ho
Miss True, in her testimony, said is further considered, ordered and ad- was.
that in sending to the Smithsonian In- judged the defendant have and re
On further examination Mr.
Crist
stitute, of which Airs. Stevenson is an cover of, and from the plaintiff, Fran said something to Sherman about beemploye, the notice' referring to the ces D. True, the sum of $203.82, her ing careful not to perjure himself.
headgate as an obstruction and the damages with interest thereon, at the Ben, who is red headed and as "quieic
sum of
as in arrears on account rate of 0 per cent per annum, from the wid his mits as ho is wid his
tongue,"
cf the bureau farm, she was actuated 1st day of June, 1909, until paid, to made as if to physically resent the imto bring the matter gether with her costs in this behalf to putation, but Afr. Renehan objected to
by the desire
home to somebody or anybody who be expended and to be taxed, that is the remark of the attorney for the deof all the costs fense and it was stricken from tho
would pay the amount, and did not to say,
want to take chances on Airs. Steven- of trial for witnesses, stenographers, lecord.
son, substantially, because she had clerk's and sheriff's fees pertinent to
heard and known so much about her said trial, not Including the costs imnot meeting her bills.
mediately pertinent to the Institution FIRST ORDER
Pressed on
for In- of said three suits, Nos. 039s, 0417 and
FARMINGTON
and that she havo execution
formation as to whom .Mrs. Stevenson iill
had failed to pay, Miss True named thereof,
Farntington, N. M., May 20. The
"JOHN R. AIcFIF,
her sister, who was formerly Mrs. L. (Signed)
first order for the equipment of tho
"Judge."
Al. Randall.
In this connection Mr.
cheeso factory was
ii( w
Reiiehan, for Airs. Stevenson, offered Some Side Lights in the Testimony. sent Farmington
out Wednesday,
J, S. Palmer,
Air. Renehan asked Aliss True if
in evidence the judgment in case No.
who is to operate it, is busy making
in a suit brought by Airs. Kandull she was so uncertain about who owned
plans for the factory and is still conagainst Airs. Stevenson for wages the ranch that she had to send letters tracting for cows. A vanvass of tho
over
all
the
The
evidence
country.
claimed by the former as housekeeper.
business men of the town has revealed
The judgment, on page 181 of the said shows that Miss True sent part of her
tho fact that they are willing to give
to
communications
Mrs.
Stevenson
found
the
the
issue
record,
against
their aid to t lie enterprise, as they rebudirect
to
and
the
part
government
AI.
Randall, and in
plaintiff, Airs. 1.
sponded
liberally in a financial way.
reau
which
was
Airs,
Stevenson
by
favor of the defendant, Mrs. Steven-SE. K. Otis
is contemplating tho
n, and dismissed the case with costs employed.
Mr. Renehan if she had erection of a brick building and will
Asked
by
Air. Renehan also offered in evidence
made any filing for water rights with rebuild his blacksmith and machine
the judgment of the court in the case
the state engineer, Miss True admitted shop which burned down the first ot
of Frances D. True against Matilda
the week.
that she had not.
Coxo Stevenson brought by the former
Abbott
remarked
that
Judge
regardlo recover pay for services as alleged
New Mexican Want Ads always
the purchase of land (by Mrs.
employe of Airs. Stevenson, who filed ing
results. Try it.
bring
Stevenson
from the Trues) and then
a counterclaim against the plaintiff,
Aliss
True's letter to the government,
The substantial parls of the judgment
HOW'S THIS?
it did look as if there was some spite We Offer
are :
One Hundred Dollars Re
on
the
work
of
Miss
if
and
True,
part
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
"The court finds in this action upon it was
spite work it ought to be shown.
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
the proofs, that the defendant, Mrs.
This remark was made on objection
Cure.
Stevenson,
directly and indirectly; of the defendants attorney.
. . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
through the daughter of the plaintiff
There was a sarcastic sally, followClara D. True, outside of the purchase
We, the undersigned, have known F.
Mr. Crist's remark about opening
ing
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
of the lands involved in cause No.
the door, in the admission of testi- believe
him perfectly honorable in all
(39K. delivered to the plaintiff, Frances
Mr.
Renehan remarking some- business transactions and
financially
I'. True, in cash, for expenditure upon mony,
about tlio difference of opening able to carry out any
obligations made
and about the lands of the defendant. thing
the door and
over
all
the
by his firm.
involved in No. (j:!9S, the following floor.
NATIONAL, RANK OF COMMERCE,
sums of money,
$338, $100,
Asked to tell who or what evidence
Toledo, O.
that is to say, $513; that from the Miss True had that Mrs. Stevenson
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
was running her ranch at government
nally, acting directly upon the blood
expense, and to specifically state, as to and mucous surfaces of the system.
BIG DOINGS IN CHATTANOOGA who intimated such tilings, the attor- Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents
ney for the defense, Mr. Crist, object- per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
CONFEDERATE VETERANS
ed to such questions on the grounds
Take Hall's Familv Pills for consti
GATHER THERE
that there were business
v by pation.

Virginia mining situation.
Unless somebody will call Simmons
and put him on the tup shelf there U
i.o telling what will happen to tariff
CAUSE WORRY
legislation in particular, or the Democratic fortunes in general.
excellent
Another
appointment
THE SENATE
FOR PRESIDENT WILSON
made by President Wilson is that of
l.ouis Post, editor of "The Public," to
ON
SHORT
SEEMS
assistant secretary of commerce,
lo
EASILY INTO PITS
FALL
l.ouis Post is one of our best citizens.
For years he has published at a 1()R3 COURT EVIDENCE TO PROVE WHO
DUG BY REPUBLICANS.
the paper which maintains the most
ALSO TO PROVE
OWNS RANCH.
on
accurate perspective
political
events of any publication ill the UnitiCy Gilson Gardner.)
"WHO WRONGFULLY AND FRAUDfrom
Washington, D. C, .May 2G. Presi- ed States, and the viewpoint
idnit Wilson is bavins difficulty in re which events are seen is that of DeULENTLY OMITTED TO CONVEY"
straining his impatience ac me incom- mocracy with a small "d." It is to
Democratic
of
the
PARTS OF RANCH
.Mr.
CERTAIN
Wilson that he has
the credit of
petent leadership
majority in the senate. Simmons is a rpcognissed a man who never has
weak sister. By virtue of seniority he sought recognition and never lias held
has become chairman of the finance office nor sought office, Mr. Post is a
committee and therefore nominally resident of Chicago where his little
S
SOME
leader of the senate. He is about as weekly paper is published.
competent to lead the majority as a
The burning question in WashingIN THE TESTIMONY
guinea pis is to go to war. He has ten is whether $H0ur a year is suflistupidly played into the hands of the c ent for a cabinet officer to spend for
Republicans and messed up the tariff rent.
Marshall start- The Stevenson vs. True mandamus
situation in a tangle of dilatory
ed the game by announcing that he
He has fallen into every pi: would not spend over $ Stto and ho is utte which has occii ,ed the attention
in the district court
dug by Penrose, Smoot and Gallinger, still looking for a house. The secre (of Judge Abbott
even following the Aldrich precedent tary of labor, Mr. Wilson, is living at the past week will be closed today.
An hour's argument pro and con a
cf holding secret conferences between a hotel because ho can not afford exorsection of tic bitant house rent. Mr. Daniels says mandamus will be heard this morning
Democratic
the
the lob l e will try to bring his rent allowance and the decision will then bt iwaited
and
finance committee
and others
represent'ng within $2000. Champ Clark is for the from the judge.
byists
Much that occurred during the hearcorporate interests seeking a modifi- $20110 proposition and so is Mr. Red
cation of the proposed law. If Sim- field, although he is able to pay more. ing was very tedious, alike to the parmons has been acting in good faith he Mr. Bryan has exceeded the speed ticipants and to the public that heard
should, of course, have reported the limit and rented a hoi fe which 's to it. hut there were some things of inter- house bill at once from the finance cost $4000. This is excused, however,
committee and begun the open discus- by the fact that he is secretary of
The obje thins raised by the attorsions. Now the bill is in secret con- state and is bound to do a consider- neys from the plaintiff, Air. Keuehnn,
ference with the prospect of at least able amount of entertaining. He ha3 as published last Saturday in the New
a month's
delay before the open taken Mrs. Logan's house on the brow Mexico, involves the whole matter at
filibuster which will be started as f 14th street hill. He also can afford issue. .Miss True's testimony regardeoon as it reaches the floor of the sen the expense, being now as a result of ing the meeting Is asked to be strick- ate.
lecturing and newspaper work, a mem- en out because there was no intellig-- j
Even Penrose is able to make a ber of the capitalistic class. The real ible proof of a donation on the part ot
monkey of Simmons. The other day estate men think cabinet members Mrs. Stevenson or her representative,
when Penrose offered a resolution ask-- might to pay ten of twelve thousard at the meeting of ditch commissioners.
of corporation dollars a year for a house and many Judge Abbott said luat he did not uu- ir.g for the names
been in prt- who have been interviewed say it is derstand that there was any offer and!
who
had
representatives
vate conference with Simmons and ,iis not possible to obtain one suitable for acceptance of the action there in the
head entertaining at a less figure. Mr.
r
meeting.
conferees, Simmons stumbled
heels into the trap and opposed shall replies, "Well then, I won't be
Upon this point hinges the whole
the resolution, much to the glee of entertaining."
case, the plaintiff claiming that the
ditch commissioners had no authority
Lodge, Smoot and others, who spent
a merry afternoon girding the victims!
The Fl,u huUf,Vm calIs attention to to levy upon her, and the defense
o; this stupid leadership.
;the milrk()li difference between Seattle claming they had.
Aliss True testified that she was unHoke Smith tried to save the sllua-jai.Vancouver in the matter of build-tioby announcing that his section ofjiag operations, to the credit of Van- - certain as to whether or not the Stevthe committee was holding open meet- - couver, where in 1912 building per- enson ranch was government property
ii.gs and welcomed newspaper men, mfts were issued for improvements tolor who was the proper person to require
but even then Simmons did not see f. value of $1!,3SS,332, while in Se- - to pay dues, taxes or charges, in
the avenue of escape. Reed, of Misfor that year planation of her having sent a letter
improvements
souri, tried to divert attention by dig- totaled only $8,315,325. In Vancouver to the Smithsonian Institute in which
ging up the old charges against S. N. there is no tax on improvements. she referred to the Stevenson farm as
D. North, and repeating for several Since 1910 all such tax has been
the government farm. On
hours the history of the Dingley and
ved. They began removing the tax
she admitted that she had been
Aldrich tariff legislation.
This, of in 1901, when 511 per cent of the tax used by Airs. Stevenson to buy the
on improvements was taken off, and in place for her, and that Airs. Stevenson
course, was what Penrose wanted
delay. It postponed action on the tariff 190ti another 25 per cent was removed. had furnished the money in a sum apand several other vital matters like When this tax removal started in 1901, proximating $4800. She further adKern's investigation into the West Seattle was building at the rate of
mitted that she, Miss True, had caused
and Vancouver only $731,710. the title to said farm to be taken in
In 1912, the Seattle figure showed
the name of her mother, Frances D.
while those for Vancouver, True, and that the latter waB directed
where in 1910, two years previously, by decree of court in the case of Stev- all taxation had been removed from
DISCHARGES
improvements, were $19,388, 332.
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TAGGED By WILSON "FOR UALOR.
CAPT .VAN SCHAICK, U. S. A., DECORATED THREE TIMES BY GRATEFUL GOVERNMENT TWICE BY NICE SHINY TIN CANS AND THEN
WITH A MEDAL OF HONOR.
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fobeetional Bookcases

njgS

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When on 2 bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Nov, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
idea..
the modern way of building a library. This is the
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Globe-Wernic-

n
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New Mexican Printing Co., Agents.
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Above, at left, Miss Kate Laffan,
Chattanooga, Tenn.. May 26. Thereupon of the United ""onfederate vet- jfponsor for the south, and Mrs. 55. C.
erans, to be held in this city May 2" jl'aiten, matron of honor, litlow. Gen.
2S and 29, is expected to be the most Bennett
H.
Young, commander-in-ichie- l
of confederate "eterans.
Memorable affair in thi: history of the
There will be a larger
oiganization.
attendance than at any previous
and the people of Chattanooga
to entertain them on n
lavish scale.
There will be a tb"ee days' round
of social gayety, with dinners, lawn
fetes, entertainments, balls and receptions galore. All the social leaders of
the city have entered into the plan
with enthusiasm, and if any veteran
or any relative or frior.u of a veteran
has a dull moment it will be him or
her own fault.
The athletic field of the University
of Chattanooga has bDen turned into
a huge dancing pavilirn to accommo
date 6,000 people. Hero will be held
the chief function of the reunion, the

are planning

f.rand ball to be given Thursday even
General Bennett H. Young, of
)ng.
Louisville, Ky., commander in chief
iof the veterana, will lead the grand
'march, accompanied by Miss Kate Laf
!tan, of Austin, Texas, Avho is sponsor
for the south. After them will come
the maids of honor, Miss Anne Henry
cf Brandon, Miss., and Miss Florence
Haldeman, of Louisvi'lc, and the matron of honor, Mrs. Z. C. Patten, Jr..
of Chattanooga, each arfompanied by
a distinguished veteran A complete
iist of those who will participate
would embrace the bounty and chival-- :
y of the whole south.
i

(By A. F. B'erguson.)
TaKing two strikes from Fate and
lining out the third one for a homer
is the way the world's best story tellers would put it. But in this particular instance it might be said that the
interested party whiffed twice when
was putting them over
opportunity
a:;d then got tagged at the plate after
a bit of daring workmanship on the
paths.
nd as a result the person with
which this has to do will be compelled
io go through life wearing that tag a
tag that is generally called a Congres-sWma- l
Medal of Honor, the principal
feature of which is a laurel wreath
and words, 'For Valor."
President Wilson did the tagging
and a lot of handsome men and women stood around and smiled when it
happened. That is, all of them smiled
and looked pleased except one,
CAPT. LOUIS J. VAN SCHAICK.
Captain Louis J. Van Schaick, U. S.
A., about whose perfect 38 figure the
wore him out.
medal and ribbon were draped.
One of the biggest of the fighting
Nothing only that you pronounce
to
if Van Skoyk
the A being silent as in generals of the army once referred
of
of
the
as
type
a
him
highest
sample
the
mind
wander
"white feather" let
Twice
back to a beautiful Alay morning in a soldier America could furnish.
the Medal of
'97 when all the world was glad and he was recommended' for
with Honor he has just received. Once for
the little birdies were
charging a whole army of revolutionthe effulgence of spring.
ists Btngle handed and putting them to
tide
the
of
Note the exception
rising
a
of gladness in a pale youth standing flight. He wears one of his fingers
to be
on the railway platform at Garrison hi: shorter than it really ought
memento of this occasion.
Station, N. Y. The only reflection as a
About
a year ago he took a long
dishis
about
awoe
warming rays
consolate figure were the brilliant leave of absence the first rest he had
rebarbs from a large and luminous can known except when in the hospital
concluthat had just been attached to his per- covering from wounds. At its
son by sundry learned professors of sion he reported for the annual phy
sical examination army officers are reWest. Point.
to undergo and the examiners
quired
With his pride making a large bulge!
scars
in the vicinity of his right hand vest found his body so covered with
wondered how he could
pocket Louis J. Van Schaick was go lhat they
perform active service. And so
ing home after a year of vainly trying.
recommended
that he be retired.
they
cadet.
as
a
'0 make good
This brought his record up before
Being a glutton for punishment he
and the general staff.
put in a month studying and came General Wood
back again, remaining this time until Wood read it in a daze and didn't
waste any time getting together the
January, 1899, when the professors atauthorities to award Van
proper
him
can
second
turned
and
tached the
out in a cold, cold world. This time Schaick the medal so long denied him.
Van Schaick made up his mind that, Also the matter of retirement was
since the government seemed so fond pigeonholed indefinitely.
And now the valiant captain is back
of decorating him, he was going to
give it a regular job doing it but in a in the army. When he gets himself
different way. He secured an appoint- up in his glad rags lor a festive occasment as a second lieutenant in the ion he breaks all precedent in medal
army and was sent to the Philippines. wearing, despite the fact that he has
r nly two. One of these is the CongresVan Schaick performed
the
stunt of bringing order out of sional Medal of Monor. The other Is
chaos so many times that the insular a Congressional Medal for Saving Life
government came to regard htm as its In time of peace. Van Schaick is the
champion pacificator and kept him only man in the army authorized to
running hither and yon until it almost wear both medals.
pos-bibl- y

well-know- n
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SAY THEY THINK HE
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SECOND
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BASEBALL

EWING.

MILITARY

AGAIN DON

WILL

REFORM-W- HO

WILL TAKE HIS PLACE?

Standing of the Clubs.

i;eved in the capital that by that time
the rebels would have exhausted their
iipplles of ammunition and would be
unable to buy more, or to get it acrof.s
"iu American boundary . line even it
ihey possesHed the necessary means
'o purchase it.

MAY

26,

1913.

The Hawaiian exhibit will include native dwellings, erected by native
hands, and a general expose of native
industries, and native life, lived and
acted, just as it is in Hawaii.

Louisville, Kentucky,
May 26.
Rudolfo, with Loftus up, won the
WILSON FEELS KINDLY
first running for the Kentucky handiTO PROJECT FOR U. S.
cap America's richest turf classic
TO BUILD RAILROADS. at Douglas Park this afternoon, going the mile and a quarter in 2:05
President Intimates to Senators Cham- a track record. Ten point, the eastberlain and Jones That He Would ern crack, was Becond and Any Port
Like to See U. S. Handle Alaskan third. The race was worth about
to the winner.
Projects.
5

Mexico

National League.

City,

26.

May

denoT.!

A'on Lost Pet. Huerta is chafing under the restrain
Club
7
21
l hiladolphia
.750 imposed by the duties and ceremonies
V
.594 intending his office as president, and
.19
Brooklyn
some of his old friends in the anry
Washington, D. C, May 26. Presi18
16
.526
in. Louis .,
14
.517 will not be surprised if one day hi dent Wilson told Senators Chamber
New York
.15
lain and Jones today that he felt kind
17
IS
.511
Chicago
19
.457 again dons the military uniform. It is toward the proposal for government
16
:
liUsburg
i
sa:s-ihconstruction of railroads in Alaska.
11
17
..lit;! said hut the president, not fully
Boston
wMi the progress which is being The two senators sought the presi25
.28?
10
Cincinnati
All other chocolates seeni'
on securing Alaskan
made : ..ainst the revolutionists, is ser dent's views
the
sesthe
legislation
considering
iously
resignation!'
present
during
American League.
just ordinary after you once
i
Club
Won Lost pc(. ills ofr e in order personally to direct sion. Mr. Wilson expressed hope that
bill
a
be
might
passed but made it try cfctvAtif
I
21
9
They are just
,70C tlit ta::i:)algn.
hilade.lphia .
Thai i he army has not made any clear that iu view of the urgency for
32
21
Cleveland
.667
as pure and wholesome as they
.581 (great i.dvancemont in restoring peace tariff and currency reform, he would
IS
i:i
Washington
is
be
unable
acand
evhl
who
as
to
recommend
nt,
planned
Huerta,
yet
1(5
21
. 56S
Chicago
are delicious. W e secured the
and ca ried out the campaign again;-tion, intimating that if the Alaskan
7
.4
Ti
f t. Louis
u.v
u.
could
be
withof
.i
is
question
wio.co
.10paruoueu
disposed
year ago,
22
15
Detroit
agency for the Huyler line
sub-- '
20
o,)! jintimau'ij for believing that he could out interfering with those two
I'oston
..13
"J tm jects, he would lend his support to a knowing- there is nothing f.ner,
do the job more expeditiously.
9
New York
bill within the near future.
iiioi a man of governmental affair-.,and because we know too that
Uaid Huerta recently in the course of
Western League.
r
"I
un
speech.
impromptu
will
Von Lost Pet.
Club
TEA PLANTATION WILL
people
unconsciously
I
12
19
.613 an a soldier, and every time that
Lincoln
BE SHOWN AT SAN DIEGO.
1
of
a
ee
men entraining.
lov.g
of our stock
value
the
body
13
.606
.20
judge
;St. Joseph
1!J
13
i! jon ver
.594 ro go with them into the field."
San Diego, Cal., May 26.- -Sir
individual
lines We
Who would take Huerta's place FiS Thomas
by th.
16
Hi
Omaha.
.500
Lipton, prince of sportsmen
of
.4X4 ipiovisional president is a matter
16
15
Oes .Moines
and international tea merchant, will carry,
will
be
We
glad to
His inability to install
4fii much speculation.
16
Sioux City .......... .14
from his plantation
a man who would satisfy the
ihiid
IS
419
in Ceylon, at the San Diego 1915 ex- - have you judge this confec
.13
and display the requisite exer-n22
10
Wichita
.313
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... .
uhility is what may prevent Mes
(OQ
tionery as soon as convenient.
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0tat,n
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from abandon-......
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In packages from ioc. up.
Where They Play Today ing the palace. To place Felix Dili' of Chicago, western agent for the
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fit. Louis

National League.
at ChCicaso, two games.

Ciucinatl at Pittsburg.
,'ew York at Bosto;,.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
American League.
Chicago at Cleveland, two games.
Detroit at St. Louis.
two
at Philadelphia
Washington
games.
Boston at New York.

V

!.

i)

American Association.
Louisville at Indianapclis.
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.

f:

I'

occupancy of the provisional prst
would greatly lessen his chances i t
lht)1(irng it as an elected incumberl.
The selection of Francisco de la Bai ra
jwerhl please many of his intima'.e
;tini;ds, but. the Catholic party has i's
eye on de la Barra as a candidate for
the presidency at some future tine
ivhrn elections can be held. Once it
wi..s suggested that General Gernnimc
pi'isi-('u.cTiovmo take the provisional
But the general is getting on
he does not
j years, and iu addition,
the place.
Whether Huerta would do any oe:
ier, however, in the field than his
officers now are doing is regarded as
He probably
by no means certain.
nas an influence over the army gre-i- t
er than that of any other generai, but
the army today is a poor thing com-l- i
red with that left by Porfirio Diaz,
not withstanding that Diaz's army wos
'ar less efficient than he considered !:.
't has been demonstrated that the army is not a unit of loyalty, and the
lioiiuction into its ranks of thousands
.if
appears not to have gre.it-strengthened its .loyalty, and to
huvo lowered discipline and efficiency.
As minister of war, Huerta might direct all phases of the campaign, but
: s a simple general in the
field ho
rould direct only a small part, and
what lie might accomplish in one region might easily be offset by what
transpired in other parts of the rej

1
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Today's Games.
National League.
Cincinnati-Pittsburgame
darkness.

situation greatly, and cm-- ,
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would not please .. a., slue.',
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a fcw d
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and after
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the exposition, announced his plans
respecting the exhibit.
It is the plan of Sir Thomas Lip-- ;
ton himself, to bring together at the
San Diego exposition all the compon-ent parts of the tea industry, uniting
them in a single exhibit which will
show the tea plants growing, the leaf
in its various stages between
the
picking, and the brewing, including
the curing, packing and shipping, and
finally the brewing, and all done by
native Singalese and Celyonese,
In direct line with this concession,
will be the one representing the vari- ous industries of New South Wales, re- specting which P. E. Quinn, Austra- lian commissioner representing New
South Wales, is now also in San
1

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help wili
cost you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.

Diego.
Mr. Quinn, in common with Sir
At Boston
Thomas Lipton, and many others, has
11 2
New
York
....7
ii
been deeply impressed with the plan
Schalk is not only a splendid re- Boston
This boy, not old enough to vote, Is
....2 6 3
first evolved by President D. C. Col-- !
Marquard and Meyers; James, Ru- ceiver; he has an iron arm and whips
the best young catcher in baseball.
lier of the exposition, to make the
to second and third unerring- dolph and Whaling.
ball
the
He is Ray Scluilk of the White Sox.
whole theme of the 11U5 show one of
ly and with the velocity of a cannon
Two years ago Schnlk was playing
processes, and is altogether likely that
At Brooklyn
ball (allowance for enthusiasm), he
the entire exhibit of New South Wales
2
S 14
finer
the
on the corner lots and in the fields
and
head
Philadelphia
has a great
plays
dem- will be a practical
5 9 (i
around his home town in southern
pointB of the game like the best of the Ilrooknyn
of
of
onstration
the
industries
that
Seaton, Itixey, Alexander and Kill!
veterans. He hits the ball hard and
Illinois; last season he caught for
RAY SCHALK.
great country, as the agricultural pro-and
fast
is
Miller,
Stack,
Allen,
and
Yingling
remarkably
ftr;
opportunely
Milwaukee,
being
purchased by
ducts of that part of the antipodes
Envin.
Colorado, Grand Canyon, CaliCharles A. Comiskey at a high prion the White Sox catching department for a catcher.
to those of southern Cali-correspond
watched
who
have
old
(Eleven
timers
innings.)
the Northwest Chicago,
Many
last fall and instantly earning the He is' Ed Walsh's pet catcher. The
fornia,
fornia.
hailed
commendation of the severest critics spit-baking is never so good as when the boy predict that he will be
to the fact that southern
the Northerly Lake
Adirondacks,
Owing
American League,
in the big league.
the youngster is back of the wind pat as a second Buck Ewing before he is
California
climate, and especially
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Second
At
game-five
Philadelphia
older.
Is
and
slants.
years
the mainstay of taking his elusive shoots
This year Schalk
that of San Diego, admits of the
public.
9 1;
Resorts this summer?
Washington
of
Diaz believed in Febru growth of such a wide range
Huerta
and
2
Philadelphia
ofis
a
splendid opportunity
that they had restored Mexico to plants,
standard. With Wheat going naturally
nntteries- .Tn.lhnfinn. TCnehllni? ni.d
DODGERS
PITTSBURG O.
for exhibits
!d Peacefu.'' condition, and they prch fered many countries
there will be another argument why Amsmitn, Williams;
Penno'k
Taff,
Information
about
Complete
the Dodgers should keep going. Hum-mel- l Bush and Lapp, Schang.
ably did not dream that the counter showing their agricultural and hortiMEMPHIS BARS.
ARE DOING ALL
in
the
summer
cultural
and
fares
train
growing,
revolution
assume
ever
products
would
prothe
than
service,
much
a
better
completes
NOW average
RIGHT
FANCY DANCES
outfield according to his work
portions it has today. There is no thus making a much larger array of
etc., sent promptly, if you
At Philadelphia-Philadel- phia
exhibits than has ever
0! doubt, now, however, that the num- of this season.
4
.. ',
at
before
offered
or
been
n ih erpflfpr thnn the Tilllnattempted
Memphis, May 24. The "3unny (By Hal Sheridan, In Kansas City
0 3 li It.r nf rphp
One of the failings of the Dodgers Washington
Star.
governments troops, v.ra a
at one time was their failure to hit be
Hug," the "Texas Tommy,'' the "TurGroom, Boehling and Henry, Wil-- '
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
lit has become practically a matter of
Among the countries taking the full- New York, May 26. Once upon a hind Nap Rucker.
But Rucker won liams; llouck and Lapp.
key Trot," the "Grizziy Bear," tie
which
is
of
Hawaii
est
this
(money
side
will
win.
which
May
advantage
SANTA FE,
"Broncho Hop" and other modern time there was a decrepit baseball three of his first six games this seawith the government still on tii" is preparing to transplant a wide
At New York-Bo- ston
One of the three losses was that
son.
as
the
known
train
Dodgers
Brooklyn
been
of growing things, including
.
t'.unces, with certain plays, have
the
but
of
defensive,
range
making
promises
7
".
3
NiEW MEXICO
that played in an old ball lot shot full thirteen inning duel with Old Master
early inauguration of a terrible canv fruits, native woods and flowers to
1
placed undvr the official ban by Pae ol holes from the rifling batters of op- Mattv. Rucker has been coiner eood New York
be- - the San Diego
was
the
rebels.
grounds.
It
exposition
"ftataBt
Bedient and Carrigan;
Beard of Theatrical Censors of Mem- posing teams that the players had to after a fair start and Ragon has been
McConnell ;Pai
ball. Allen is fast and Sweeney.
phis. In communications addreaed to hobble over the field like ants running pitching
and
threatrical managers of arlous Mem- a marathon over a Swiss cheese. Then developing into a star
;
both games post-ia good fairy named Charles Ebbetts though he ought to spin along nicely
phis playhouses, John M. Dean, secre- came
rain.
Toned;
weather-are
Stack
new
and
a
hot
and
all
Curtis
built
park,
along
tary, expressed the will of the Bor.rd dolled up with a grandstand that cost in pretty fair shape and Yingling, Hall
of Censors in stating that in a spfrit much
American Associatior.
had and Wagner look really beter than
This
ot friendliness for the mutual welfar" been money. aroundgoodthefairy
game post- team lo, they ever have. Wagner came from
hanging
of the public and show people, it would tnese
rain.
poned;
a
Orleans
New
was
as
with
the
first
but
it
good
many
years,
reputation
become nec?ssary to eliminate suggesAt Minneapolis-Milwau- kee
new park he had builded. When other as that carted in by Demaree, now
3
tive signs, r.cts and dances.
are
as
wont with Giants.
teams came around,
they
1
,
The modification and curtailing of to do at ball
Minneapolis
these same BrookSlapnicka and Hughes; Mogridge
certain features of acts and sce. es lyn Dodgers, parks,
who always before had; TRIAL OF THE ALLEGED
and Smith.
were also recommended. Abbreviated yelped and run when approached by
"FORTY THIEVES" BEGINS.
costumes intending to display mule-ues- a
even
by their stepstranger or
26. The SUPREME COURT HANDS
San Francisco, Calif.,
with vulgar songs were
brothers, the Giants from across the first of a series of trials May
DOWN DECISION IN
out
growing
"
Hi IK"
!i
Big Bridge, proceeded to lick the very of
DENVER WATER CASE.
...--of the police with a gang
relations
t
daylights out of them.
of bunco men, known as "forty
Washington, D C May 2C. The su
have
"VOU
oil
At
first
SHAKE-U- P
these
unheard
approved
strange,
FOR
thieves" was begun today in superior preme court held today that the City
A filing' systems, good
excited merely scornful laugh-jeouDeore Judge Dunne, with Frank jef Denver in taking fteps 'looking toCHICAGO CUBS doings
ter and the wise ones said it was an E. Esola
typewriters, good paper
suspended patrolman as the w ard the erection of a municipal water
i 1'.
am' careful stenographers,
accident, a flashing in the pan, butj defendant.
cysteni was not compelled to buy the
A9
but many are unaware oi
Chicago. May 24. "One of the biggst with each succeeding team these ent-Selecting a jury occupied the day. private plant or" the Denver Union
baseball deals of the year between while lowly Dodgers licked, the im- - Because of the startling charges Water company, or renew the comthe need for good carbon
the Cubs and an estern club is in the pression negan to grow max uiey were made by convicted members of the pany's 1890 franchise. The court held
of the troubles
paper
making, and unless all present plans going some, and, mlraclo of miracles,! gang and the assertion of the district lhat the contract befween the city and
may later
copies
poor
b
1
to twenty
go astray it will go through this week. eighth wonder of wonders, they do sayi attorney that he has against him a the company was .limited
bring.
When it does it will strengthen iie row, and they're serious when theyj police slush fund of $50,000, the case years.
lie fortified against any
Cubs 100 per cent and will mean a say it, that Brooklyn may be reckoned has aroused great public interest,
The court said that while it wis
disadvantage ocpossible
the
of
West with the contenders for the pennant, which in turn has been reflected in true no time limit was fixed by accomplete
the use of
from
curring
Side team.
Moral: Why not?
pitched hostilities ramifying into the tual words in the ordinance of Vc'Mj,
Take
material.
wrong
This was the gist of an announceBy diligently
away the cob-- mayor's office, the grand jury room granting a franchise to the water comof the example
advantage
ment made by Charles W. Murphv webs of the past,scraping
and
in-some of the oldest
police headquarters,
j
pany, yet some force should be given
set by thousands of proowner of the Cubs,
habitants may remember that at thisj Esola is charged specifically with the words- that the franchise was
gressive business houses
"No names can be given out for tha stage of the National
league race one the larceny of $000 from Charles granted "to such extent as the c.i.y
and look into
present," said Mr. Murphy. "It might year ago the Brooklyn Dodgers and Foida, In December, 1!H2. Five other may lawfully grant the sauie-Fl'Oil all of manager
plans so the Boston Braves were flirting with officers are also ur.c'cr indictment for
added
court
the'
Furthermore, the
we are going to keep quiet until all and had a
Four of these pleaded term of the franchise "was not leit
very close acquaintance grand larceny
of the details are agreed upon. All 1 with last place. The Braves,
undefined or in doubt, for the charter
being not guilty.
can say is that the deal will bring at conservative souls, have not seen
Esola and two other officers are the city gave explicitly declared, 'all
fit
two
Side
to
least
the West
pitchers
to change their
making franchises and privileges' granted by
but what the charged, with conspiracy,
club and the men we part with will Dodgers have doneways,
it should be limited to twenty years."
in the way of jock- - eiBnt u'l(T indictment.
not injure the hitting or fielding work eying for
"We are clearly of the opinion that
position in the early weeks
The copies made are clean, neatiappearing and distinct. The inks (black, blue,
of the Trojans.
said
these claims are
of the present season's scramble has!
HE WILL CONSIDER,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur. MultiKopy is clean to handle and
What Mr. Murphy means by a com- brought delirious
Justice Vandeventer, in passing on tie
Made in six varieties:
The following list names the varieties
wonderfully
joy to the heart of
Washington. D. C. May 2C. Repre-Goo- claim that the city must either extenl
plete reorganization is not known, but
and gives manifolding power of each :
Ebbets and caused all setative
Fairy
of
asked
Xeeley,
Kansas,
HARD FINISH
it Is reported that both the owner and other team
REGULAR FINISH
managers and owners toPreBldcnt Wood today to direct Attor-gnas- '.he franchise or buy the private
MultiKopy, LtWt, 16; Medium, 6; Billinc, 4
manager of the West Siders are disMultiKopy, U.WL, 20; Medium, 8; Biltint, S
plant.''
their
while
teeth
awake
and
see,
ney Generai McReynolds to foreclose
satisfied with the work of several of
"In the absence of some stipulation
while asleep.
j a
the stars in days gone by. They are things
mortgase on a 100 miIe 8trip of ran. tc that end the city would be under
The Dodgers have shown that they road owned by the Missouri Pacific be- no
of the opinion that these players are
usff it for 100 totters. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
obligation to purchase or to renew,
--SUji
amy. dealer's
t
name in ivnunc for sample.
defense. With tween Atchison and Waterville, Kan., l or would it be entitled to do either.
r.ot putting forth their best efforts for have built up an
0
the club. They are the athletes alatec Jake Daubert at first, Cutshaw at sec-- j to recover $4,500,000 alleged to be due There is no stipulation purporting to
Brand Typewriter Ribbons
Star
Fisher
at
ond,
tt. go.
shortstop and Red to the government from aid by bonds impose such an obligation.
"e" without clogging the type so as to show oo the paper.
"In my opinion," continued the own- Smith at third, team play has been issued in 1S62.
'
WILSON APPOINTS A
er, "the eastern teams are not a bi perfected. Cutshaw covers a world of! Mr. Xeeley, has a resolution in
at second and in that imme-jgres- s
to the same effect, but believes
COLLECTOR FOR MONTANA.
stronger than the Cubs, at least thev
didn't show it in the games that I saw. diate vicinity. In the outfield the; if he can interest the president it will
SANTA'.FE, NOW MEXICO.
Washington, D. C, May 26. PresiWe, of course, lost the majority of our Dodgers have a real outfielder in be unnecessary to wait for action by dent Wilson sent to the senate the
battles, but, just the same, I belipve Stengel, who is establishing a record congress.
following nominations: Appraiser of
President Wilson promised to take merchandise in the district of Portclass will toll in the end, and the Cubs as a fence buster this season. Wheat
has not been batting up to his usual the matter under consideration.
have plenty of that."
land, Oregon, George E. Welter.
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SCHEME TO REDUCE
COST OF LIVING

TRUST CO.

(Owing to the great Interest man!
fested In the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear

Reduction

IN ALL
WushliiKlon, 1). C, May 26. A
cut into the high cost of living through the elimination of the
middleman and the direct delivery of
farm products to the consumer is the
Does
aim of the "pepper and salt company" in which many prominent peo
ple are said to be Interested, among
chief the signature of the writer).'
them Giffortl Pinchot, former
Your Patronage Solicited
forester and P. W. DeUraw, former
125 Palace Ave
.1. U, J'nixton, of teatuncia, is in the
assistant postmaster general.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
N. B. LAUGIiLIN, President.
The "company" today applied to the city.
Miss Nell iarrison entertained the
of the district for
commissioners
('. D. Smith Pharmaceutical company
J. B. LAMY,
market in toucher's club Saturday.
space in the municipal
The authorities
in February. Mil.
if)
1,1
ul
'
which to receive and disburse wares
no
word
as to the correceived
have
visiting friends in the city.
to is stockholders.
statement.
of
Lessor's
rectness
JMsb tlene AlcUnile id' Kspanola is
The plan is to cater to 10,000 famivinit iiiK her sister, Mrs. .luhn Law.
lies in the beginning, who will be
M. li. Keenan, of Sprinser, statu ANOTHER CHAPTER
sold farm products at slightly above
brand inspector, is in the city on busi- cost. The customers will be supplied
IN "ARSON-TRUS- T
ni ss.
through 300 of the best housekeepers
.Miss Klnie Staley leaves tomorrow
in selected localities, who, for their
for Oklahoma, where she will spend
Fort. Wayne, ind., May 2ti. Another
services, will receive their food sup- "arson trust"
ilier vacation before ihe fall term of chapter in the
in
a
free
and
addition
be
paid
plies
in the central west was started here
nominal salary. It is proposed to in- school.
when David and Benjamin Uos- Henry U. Pollard and family of Ks-Down,
Balance, $10.00 Per Month
atigurate the new plan by the middle panola, are visiting his parents, Mr. today und Benjamin Franklin were
enberg
of June.
and Mrs. C. L. Pollard, of Palace ave- placed on trial before Judge. Eggeman
U. S. Takes a Hand.
Deed--191- 3
in the circuit court, charged with arnue.
Washington,
C, May
to have
Tin- - men are alleged
.iolin E. Powers, of the geological son.
one
hand into the Atlantic ocean
piug
this morning for Taos had their clothing; store here set on
left
survey,
and the other into the Pacific, to
to look after matters connect- lire that they might collect illegally
transfer fish, the United States gov-- ; comity,
insurance money on their stock.
ed with that office.
eminent, it was announced
today,
llauiia and littb
Mrs. Thomas
to
undertake
proposes
practical
were the
Boston, Mass., May 20. -- Further
measures to cut dow n the high cost daughter Belle, of I.aniy.
(C. A. BISHOP)
of Mr. and Mr.'. evidence intended to show file connecof living. Lobsters from the Atlantic guests over Sunday
of Johnson street
tion of President William M. Wood,
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
INSURANCE
will be shipped across the continent ('. A. Ilaynes,
Mrs. Anita J. Chapman is attending of the American Woolen company,
to Pacific waters In the hope that they t
; the duties of stale librarian at the
with (lie alleged conspiracy to "plant"
T may multiply, while Pacific salmon
Phone, 189 J.
of Mrs.
dynamite in Lawrence to discredit
will be cultivated oft' the rock bound capitol, during the absence
:
Armijo, tills week.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico? 119 San Francisco St.,
strikers during the industrial
coast of New England.
K. A. llroves, who lias been with O. doubles of 1PI2, was introduced
by
The interchange will be under the
the haberdasher. the prosecution lit today's session of
direction of the bureau of fisheries, W. MeClintock,
Several carloads of breeding lobsters- leaves today for Lexington, Missouri,' the trial of Wood. Frederick 1'.
and Dennis .1. Collins.
will be shipped to Washington, Ore-- I where he will visit his relatives fori
Che kg and vouchers showing
nlilorina points each sea- - several weeks.of State Antonio
gon and
l.ucero,
Secretary
to Att.euux by the American
son and placed in waters to be selectin l.as Vegas, attending the gradu-with Wood's aped for their suitability. The
oolen company
bureau
announces that the transplanting will ation of his daughter. Miss Aurora,: proval have been presented and
not be dropped before the experiment from the State Normal school, at. that
Attorney Joseph C. Pelletier
is tried long enough "to establish a place, this week.
to establish a relation be
na.
.nr. aim
flourishing colony or to demonstrate
jtween these payments and the ll leged
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
u
iiuiuiuuiiiii: iui cons ii racy.
soil leu esieiuaj
the futility of the scheme."
Next Door to Postoffice.
The Blocking of Now Knuland wa Las Vegas where they will spend a
William H. Dwelley, treasurer and
,
ters with Pacific salmon will be day or so Mrs. A. I!. lienehan ac-- director of the American Woolen comthem.
compailled
hrancht about bv the transfer of numv
was the principal witness
W. J. licks, who has been visiting pany, who
billions of salmon eggs from Pacific
at Friday's session, was
questioned
in
and
friends
the
and
relatives
city
waters to sports off the New England
further by the district, attorney today.
coast. These Pacific salmon are ex- - who is an old Santa Fe resident, has
Arizona,
Tombstone,
peeled to replace the native salmon, j returned to
INFLUENCE OF WOMEN
where he is located.
which practically have disappeared.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Miss Marie Green, Miss Ada liar-- j
Till? influence of women, glorious
very and Miss Frances Abbott leave in the
possession of perfect, physical
today for the Rito de los Frijeles, health, upon men and upon the civil
where they will enjoy th ' sigh's of
isation of tlie world could never be
that wonderful canyon, and be .hei
Best
the
and
The weather yesterday was ideal-- -; 'guests of Judge and Mrs. Abbott at! measured but. what about the ailing,
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention
the temperature ranging from rN to IS their charming hostelry in the inoun- - nervous, depressed woman who is a
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
damper to nil joyousness in the home
degrees and the liuiuidity was but tains.
and
a drag upon her husband!
131 per cent.
San-!
to
W.
Dr. (j.
Lucky returned
sucii woman should remember
On Saturday the tsmj trattire reach ta Fe last, week after an absence of
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
"0 degrees at 4: in
ut. At 8 a. several months.
The doctor look ai thai, the one great American remedy
is Lydia K. I'itik-- j
Ore- - for woman's ills
;in. today the mercury registered 51! 'trip west, going to California,
on! Iin m's Vegetable Compound and give
In other cltic-- it was as fo- gon, and visiting several cities
jO.egrees.
the coast. He will be here this stun-- j it a trial at once, and tints put horllows:
Amarillo, (ili; Bismarck, Ili; Boise, nier, and is stopping at St. Vincent's self in the way of restoring that,
THE AMERICAN
feet physical health which Is hers by
.IS; Cheyenne,
ifi;
Dodge City, 62'
of Albuquerque
A party
YtT, 42;
Grand
41;
birthright,
people
Ulurango,
Flags
I
V. s.
X
V"
U il.t
Junction, 60; Helena, iil Kansas City, came up from that city last Satur- ,T.,
i:
,,! ,..,,il C:.,,
,.,,,nlt,n.,,,.1..
Iuu - ri.
deua, 4S; Phoenix, (ili. Portland, 58; 'Aniong them were Herbert Brooks, of IT1" nininnrmimtorumjTxuxamruxp Si
San Jose market, Frank Stortz,
Pueblo, 52; Rapid City
50; Hose-''thC
Ihnn niiPflim 10II.- burg, 52; Iioswell, 5S: Salt Lane, (); cunt'olurv tF lilt.
i&m Francisco, 50; Spokane, oil; Tono lodge, Airs. Storlz and child, and
Miss Lillian Sylvester.
pall, 58; Winemucca, 45
C. K. Boulden, revenue agent on ac-- l
Forecast
NOW OPEN
For Santa Fe and vicinity; Partly counts from Washington, 1). C, was
over
the
New Management.
a
week
Under
contin-here
t
the
but
looking
past
c.oudy,
generally fair and
'
MARKl)
revenue oflice. Mr. Boulden has been
ed warm tonight aim Tuesday.
WVITR
Cook
New
MRK
trade
and New Bill of Fare.
Y
For New Mexico: Tonight and Tues in Santa Fe before and is always glad
cay fair; not much change in tern to visit the old capital.
Everything Clean and
pcrnture.
Harry Lee, clerk of the federal!
Well Cooked.
Conditio."?
court, anil Manuel Otero, revenue col- PRICES
ARE RIGHT.
a
took
The weather continues warm and lector, with their families,
trip
conditions somewhat
Come and See.
unsettled ove;1 yesterday to the Pecos, and picnicked
most of the western country
this and did a little fishing. The load of I
MRS, EDVTH WILLIAMS,
of first-cla- ss
inoining, but showers have been light trout, however, that they secured did
only realized the business-buildin- g
MANAUKR.
p
to
to
and
automobile
an
not
extra
confined
scattered,
mostly
require
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and southern Kansas and (astern Xew bring them home.
Mexico. No pronounced centers or
Mrs. L. C. Armijo, Btate librarian'
not intrust its selection to subordinate
'ow barometer are prep ;i,t, although x If ft today for Koswell, to attend the;
depression is passing eastward graduation exercises of her son. Anbusiness stationery slight
to make
And,
you
from .Missouri.
CVrdittons
favo1 tc.pio Luna, who will be graduated
partly cloudy but geii'viilly fair wea from the New Mexico Military Insti- 100 efficient, you would specify
iher in this section tonight and Tues tute, at that place, next Wednesday.
.;rs.' Chaves also has another sou,
day.
Chaves Armijo, who is in his fresh-man year at tnai uisuuiuon.
Wm. M. Scott, traveling agent of
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, re-- .
H.
KAUNE
GO. the
turned Saturday from a trip to Taos
county. It was his first visit to that
WftPre fhialifv finvornc
thp Prlro section of the state and he was more
Water-Marthan delighted with what he saw. He
was in Taos and the towns adjacent
and Price the Quality
and In the Taos mountains. Mr.
The De Luxe Business Paper
Scott thinks that part of the state is
destined to a great future agriculfind
COUPON
because by comparison you would
turally and otherwise.
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sharp

a General Banking Business

MILLINERY

CITY LOTS FOR SALE

MRS. W. LINDilARDT

Low Prices In
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Departments.

Don't Miss It!
PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
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FINE CORNER

DON DIEGO ADDITION.

-

$50.00

CO. 1

GOODS

DRY

Prosperity Sale Now On!

t.

1

SELIGIN

ADOLF

-

LOT,

f

50x149 feet, situate in Modern Residence Section on
South Side. An Ideal Site for the New Home, and the
best bargain in Santa Fe. Act XOW if interested.

Taxes Paid.

Warranty
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O. C. WATSON & CO.
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-
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MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe.
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WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," ,11 high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

s

C

MULLIGAN & RISING,

-

!

I

Dis-jtii-

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELE:R,

"'""'

66-6-

Z
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SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN

!

THE STAR BARN
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You Money.
a
Trial
Phone 214 J.
Order.
Telephone
We Buy and Sell for Cash.

THE

A

New State Cafe

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

ApvPx
wanted

THE SANTA FE

HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - 1 16 Galisteo St.

-s-
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENT3.

Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 9, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof la
support of his claim under Sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act'of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats..
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
M., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
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2
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2
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N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed will be given an
d
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witness of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
by claimant.
above-mentione-

cross-examin- e

1--

4

will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Printine
Company,

r 1KlMER TOURIST!
MM RATES

Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME

"SUFFRAGETTES
London, May

Pankhurst, the

2fl.

Mrs.

militant

Emmeline

suffragette

U.ader, who was released from Hollc-wajail on license on April 12, owing
to the serious condition of her health
arising from her "hunger strike" was
arrested today when she was leaving
the house where Bhe had been staying
The house of conions passed a new
law this year known as the "cat and
mouse bill" permitting the prison au- thorities to release suffragettes sufRECEIVED
fering from the effects of "hunger
strike" at the end of a short period to
Of
them without warrant and
Boss
make them serve the remainder of
their original sentence,
PURE FOODS
j
Mrs. Pankhurst's license released
Monarch Canned Goods,
jher for 14 days, but it was then ex-- j
tended in consequence of her feeble
Richelieu Canned Ooods,
condition.
Peeled
Hunt's Hand
Callfor

y

j

MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO

hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily

CHASE & SANBORN'S
Tea and Coffee.

H. S. KAUNE

&

GO.

Where Prices ar Bst
Fof Sif Ouslity

CONFIDENT IT WILL PASS.
Washington, D. C, May 26. Sena- resolution for an inquiry
jtor Kern's
into conditions in coal mining in
of West Virginia was ready to
be reported to front the senate com
mittee on education and labor.

.

. .

Pueblo,
Chicago,
St. Paul,

.

.

.

.

.

.

FOR

.

.

.

.... II,

01. M 31. I.UUIb,
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y.,

PRESERVING.

LOS ANGELES.
SAN DIEGO,
On

CC

.

OAKLAND,

FINE CANDIES

J.

Return limit. October 31st,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$40.55

Dates of sale, June 30, July I, 2,
Also on sale August 22, 23,24, 25,

191

1913

EXCURSIONS

SPECIAL
SAN DIEGO,

CC

SAN FRANCISCO,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

LOSANGFLES.

OAKLAND,
3,

i,

cA i
3JU-J-

CC

Return limit, August 31st.

5. 6. 7.

Return limit, Oct. 22,1913.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.
For further particulars call on or address,

GIVES HIMSELF UP.

Trinidad, Colo., May 26. Samuel
Lesser, aged 28 years, surrendered to
Jailer Cookiilgham here today stating
that he was wanted in New York on
a charge of embezzling $140 from the 3i n ruwn arum rui m

.

3v

66.45

CALIFORITIA
Cee
CC

We save you moneyon
STRAWBERRIES

I

nia Canned Fruits.

Denver,

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Qgden, 40.00 1

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
New York, . .
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1 t, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale

j

Register.

It

CAT AND MOUSE
BILL AFFECTS THE

well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness o!
all foods sold In our store
Is your best kind of H?altr
Insurance for you. Inferior
goods are not sold by vs. We
leave that to tho8 who wish
to take chances.
HIGH
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS . QUALITY
WILL PERMIT It the basis
upon which we 'want our
P.'ease
reputation to rest.
remember this.

JUST
Another car load
Patent Flour.

imiiiii

Mrs. Warner

Its not a new idea, but one

MANUEL R. OTERO,

1--

4

4

4

LaJara,

4

4

4

4

He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz :
"37 J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilario
Lncero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre liarcia,
of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, ol

4

4

M- -

R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

2

N.

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe. New Alex.

COMPANY

that

Kft.

BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

mooern Gioceru

BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
Santa

KEG and BOTTLE BEER

LEMP

THE

8

aHENRY KRICK&
DISTRIBUTOR OF

j

S.

AND RETAIL.

IIIIIIMIIIIMItlMI

L.

a

WHOLESALE

-:- -

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
power

Flour

Hay, WeGrain
Can Save

!

e

2

310 San Francisco St.

.

I

4

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

1'3

if

PROPRIETOR.

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

j

d

-

GENERAL LIVERY

THE WEATHER

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

-

WILLIAMS,

P

njvuvum

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

Han:

26. 27, "28. 29.

SANTA FE, N. M.
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New Mexican

Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE
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.MONDAY, MAY 26, 1913.

MEXICAN

r

Postofflce
Entered as Second Cluss Matter at the Snata
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

1VT.

J

h-w- --

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President
.General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Bronson M. Cutting
Charles M. Staufter
J. Wight Glddlngs
William F. Brogan
Daily, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(5.00 Dally, par quartet,
2.51 Dally, par qaarttr,
t.0B

Weakly, per year

fey

Mall

fey

carrier

Weakly, alx months

OF SANTA FE
RESPONSIBILITY is the basis
which this strong bank invites your business. Sound management and progressive methodsstrict
adherence to customers needs and an
appreciation of all confidence placed in
the institution, make this conservative
bank a safe place to put your money.

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?

ft Booklet Free on Request

1.25

tl.51
51

THE VALLEY RANCH,

:

:

FOR

3

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

if we make even a slight effort to make COMMERCE CLUBS
the most of it.
TO MEET AT CLOVIS
The women and the street car exit
SEES IT
1b a fair example
Capital, Surplus and Profits. $2(5,
just the use of th)
right hand instead of the left in carry(From Clovis Journal.)
ing a bundle for a moment, when It
The following clubs have responded
Roswell Wants It, Too.
may
prevent injury' and grief.
to invitations and will be represented,
critiA' A' A' A' M M NJXm
CA'A'A' A' A'A'TA' A'
"The Record has no aesire to
while others are yet to be heard from:
cise the city administration, but "i
Tucumcari, N. M.; Hereford, Texas;
common with the groat mass of peo- AMONG THE EDITORS.
K. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.;
Artesia,
sec
to
wouM
like
we
Roswell
ple of
Liberal, Kan.; Roswell, N. M.; Demlittle l.iiltcii. om'inlrlinfT nf Una tttrptS
31
Won't
Stay.
EDITORIAL ROOMS
OFFICE 286
ing, N. M.; San Marcial, N. M.; SocorThis spring is quite dry and tm
ro, X. M.; Amarillo, Texas.
streets are In a very dusty condition, biljon iMm m
rQad9 nobody
It. looks like the big commercial
any
LORIMER AGAIN.
club meet which is to be held in
I have taken from the Rosprotest
Rtcord.
Clovis on June the Cth is going to be
Mr. Ijriimtr unnounces that lie will try for the position ot senator again Kecoin, out it loucnes so uirecuy uu; mo,.e.willard
Couldn't Raise Spinach.
Vnited
real .big event and will represent
a
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
condition here in Santa Fe that Ii
nsninst Mr. Sherman. He i.s quoted as saying ihat lie will put the
the baseball magnates
c
the active commercial
it might be veil to quote it cioFortunately
State senate, which expelled him, on trial. And he will ask the people
organizations
thought
would
or
not
there
have
their
way
National
of
the
1 did not know before
that other not be
of twenty or more cities and towns of
his state to vindicate him. and to condemn the members
enough rain in the land to raise
in the state thnt were posses-the southwest. Responses have come
senate.
places
Stock-nan- ,
u
mess
of
spinach. Springer
Pnnr'oM Illinois! When the title of "Sucker Stale- - was given, the ore ed of sprinkling carts, did not get the
from many Texas towns and practicCuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
ally of the leading towns in the Pecos
who gave it must have been a soothsayer, and had Hie power to see into jbeneflt of them and that the citizen':
As Good.
Just
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
valley have signified their intention
the future. Ceratinly, in one form and another, the Biate na" nau iiei uijib at other points were forced to wade
Is this much satisfaction in of heart.v
There
cam
01:
a
choke
it
J.orimer
into
and
eat
forced
and
Central Location.
dust
Clovis
of
is
the
through
being
prospect
and not the least of these
an old straw hat, that after the season ,n
it and curse at it.
thjg mfseang a great one
makfng
paign.
I am in sympathy N a few days old, it looks just as
THOS. DORAN,
The Roswell papers are giving much
Large Sample Rooms.
It is a matter of argument, however, as to just whom will be placed i I must say that
good as a new one. San Marcial notice to the meeting to be held here,
for the
who
with
editor
manner
in
beys
any
himself
the
vindicate
to
shnn.Ul
the
attempt
mi
Standard.
of the sprinkling cart in his
and yesterday the Morning News car- selected by himself, it is a question if the state of Illinois will not be ct:
Just As Well.
and I fail to see the object It
ried a long editorial on the subject.
trial rallir than the I'nited States senate, and the jury will be the American town, one if it is rot.
The final tariff speeches, addressed Amarillo promises to
put to any
as
owning
people.
use.
to empty benches, will probably be uoes also many of the towns on the
This is a time when the placing of the responsibility wi'll be easy. Thert.
so
much fe effective in determining the votes lino of the Santa F"e this side. There
The cart can really bring
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
will be no legislature to pui the blame upon, and no accusations of briberv of comfort to a community when ':i as those delivered at the
beginning.
will be a railroad traffic manager here
From
of members of the legislature will appear in the case when It finally comtb
La Salle
ai d they will meet with the represenof Illinois ard cperation, and U so utterly nn useless Alamogordo
TAOS
BARRANCA
up for trial. The whole responsibility will be upon the people
I
don't
that
when
asset
stored
away
Here, Too.
who
tative business men from over the
nowhere else. If horimer is chosen senator, they will watch the parties
if
nil
CHAS.
one
in
at
QANN,
the
ree
Meets Both North South
Prop.
owning
object
In most all towns in New Mexico a plains and Pecos valley
country to
will bring it about and the eyes of the nation will be upon tliem.
ii is not put to the uses for which !t
It.
in
discuss
set
matter
been
the
rates
has
Bounds
of
Telephone
freight
In this one contest alone will tlie value 01 tne recently auuineiu iw was intended and for which it was general "cleanup" day
out of here. The purpose of this Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
aside
and
and
What's
recognized.
While
properly
case.
Barranca on the arrival of
Leaves
test
In
a
a
it
sense,
for
is,
stitiitional amendment show its value,
purchased.
the matter with having a day of like meeting is simply to get together the
the north bound train and arrives at
25 cents.
elections of senators in other states, will be watched with very great interMeans,
g(j wg of Santa F(( wllhout anv d(.. resemblance for Cimarron?
Regular
What pa- business and trade interests of the
est, this particular ono will arouse the attention of the whole people. They
Taos at 7 p. m.
jre (q cr,ti..ige ,he c;ty admin8trn
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
the burro hasn t eaten could be new southwest for the purpose of dewill want to know if in any other state, there is still loft the spirit of the old- Uon jugt ke Mason of tho RoEWen per
burnt.-CimaTen miles shorter than any other
rron
Hours.
All
at
Orders
more
and
Short
News
collected and
efficient means'
vising better
and more honest elecwoud ,:ke
gfie & mle bet. Citizen.
regime, or if the new impulse toward better things
Good covered hacks and good
of
way.
true
the
of
the
possigetting
story
hold.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 teams. Fare $5.00 round
lions has taken a strong
ter sprinkling of the streets."
r
bilities
our
in
for
trip. Teams
the
country
In
Sox.
Purple
So. with due humbleness, we ask the
It is inconceivable that tho people of Illinois will elect William
furnished commercial men to take In
and the investor, to those who French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
his
is
that
clear
the
it
the
members
of
if
if
Hitherto
should,
and
council
our
printmembers
of
United
the
50c.
they
to the senate of
they
States,
New York Chop Suey,
city
the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
would come or who have money to
won't please bring out the wate.' ing fraternity in Deming have be- Invest.
usefulness us a public servant would be absolutely nil.
is hoped that by
It
D
I.
haved themselves in a manner beyond
wagon and give our streets a bath.
much good can be accomplished,
has been a long time now since ore reproach, with the exception of a few
as doubtless it can be.
HE MADE GOOD.
Las been given them, and I think no tramp typsetters who, on occasion,
The committee composed of A. E.
Behind a recent wedding in the quaint town ot Mingnam, .uass. net a one will deny that they are at least might dally with the winecup. But
Fred W.
romance and a lesson of universal interest.
soiled and in need of n little atteic vhen a printer appears in the house of Curl'Pn' C. A. Scbeurich,
in purple silk half hose he is .lames, T. ,T. Mabry and H. L. Patton
Three years ago the groom, a rich man's son, met the lady and tumbled tlo-n
prayer
The stE,am roller was good, as fa liable to bring the rest of the guild have prepared a tentative program
head over heels in love. Wanted her to marry him right off; rut he coumn t
for the occasion, which will insure the
wait. If he hadn't been, at bottom, a good deal of a fellow, and she a girl as it went, but we want the vat's" into disrepute. Deming Haiiight.
visitors a good and profitable time
with a level head, there might have been an elopement, some family bitter- wagon.
On The Map.
in the divorce courts such things hav
ness and perhaps a quick follow-uGallup is growing in every nay, we during their stay in the citv.
Where Were They7
The following is the program:
are soon to be on the twi greatest
happened, you know.
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
I was a little surprised last
Selection by band.
But the eiil said "wait:" and what is more, the lad's "old man," a twohighways of the United States. The
SAME
THINQ FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
Welcome to Clovis, Mayor E. R.
chap, who had been through the worlds rough and to note that the mee.mg at Roswe:. Santa Fe transcontinental railroad and
listed, practical-mindeor
YOUR
or
tne
REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
in
association
more
BUSINESS,
tnn
merchants
.lart.
with
rather
it
ocean
ocean
to
mi,!o
the transcontinental
emphasis.
Address of Welcome, B. O. Oldham,
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
n iM am, liu Led fhn s - am would np Etao to have her for a daugh- - p'" failed to be attended by a single highway for the automobile traffic.
BUSY
Lets have an
school build president chamber of commerce.
but bed be switched if he'd let a son of his run so fine a girl 1'ti"rc"""l'c
PEOPLE
USING
ARE
STAMPS
RUBBER
MORE
NOW
A
week ago yesterday four autonw iug to show the visitors.
iioose of matrimony until the aforesaid son had snown his ability!
We now
Response, by visitors.
into the
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
Lues
camo
from
down
with
, ,,
nine
Raton
,.
will
west
see
have
noorest
the
of
thev
mwIU pilUUIt? U UilUUO Ulllll 1HI !.,
Necessity of Organization, Clymer
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
"en merchants from thi-.- city on their
He had had to work like blazes for what he had got, and son would vay to Roswell. No invitation was ex-- ,the Mississippi river In a town of this Coldren.
L,ze
Selection
dad.
Republican.
band.
from
.aanup
to
by
get anything
have to do likewise if he expected
tended them as far as I have been
The GovePnor Rignt.
Permanent Organization. '
Kind of rough, unfeeling talk to hand out to a youngster palpitating with able to learn to stop over in Santa Fe
Certain of tne newspaper8 of the
Addresses by visiting delegates.
- n
love's young dream.
.iiiu iirtvtit'iiuiuii ui a mettuug ui state never miss an opportunity to hit
Selection by band.
One-lin- e
Inches fotfg
lie
Stamp, not over 2
But .as we have said, the lad had real stuff in him . He winced and flared ,a consultation, or a stay over night. at Governor
McDonald. The AlbuAuto sight seeing trip for visitors.
he
t
with
confab
HER,
to
went
a
to
C.i
but
after
or
two:
a
boast
shed
They
stay.
and
I.amy
Each
additional line on stamp.
Itc
up
most con
one
is
the
of
Herald
querque
Railroads
With
of
iineir return, tney stopped again at
lit out. and that was the last dad heard trom nun tor quite a wmie.
One-lin- e
inches lone 20c
spicuous of these papers and in the Commercial Clubs in Regard to Rates,
Stamp, over 21-- 2 and not over 3
by way of refusal of Covernor McDonald to in- One day a bronzed and sturdy young man entered father's office. KlMiiy, but did not
C. B. Schmitt.
on
by
Each
additional
line
15c
him-!
Fe.
Santa
stamp
Evidently no one asked terfere in the
wnKn'i n rase of the urodlcal son. Xo siree! He'd been in a southern
hanging of the murder-- j
One-lin- e
'Homeseekers Rates, by J. Brinker.
-2
as
as
.mem
to.
were
con
5
was
over
3
not
over
iar
and
laches
he
worked
had
until
25c
and
lloor
Umf.
stamp,
up
on
tnty
the
bad
benun
ground
ber camp,
er Delgadillo, the Herald saw an
Agriculturalizaing the Southwest, H.
t
and bright prospects cerned, we of the Ancient City are
Each additional line on same stamp
boss of the patch. He had money, nerve,
20c
to get back at the "governor
Balner.
off
the
map.
One-lin- e
and he incidentally called to invite dad to the wedding.
land it took it. But developments show
over
inch
5
Inches
Mc
lone
Pcr
Stamp,
Silos
H.
and
Darylng,
For
he
Wyatt.
me next meeting or tne association that the
Dad went. And took a check and a heart replete with gladness.
governor was right and the
W w.
Each additional line, same price. (Curved Ijnes
Anvantages of
had helped to make a man of a boy who, if dad had been easy and tender, igoes to Raton. Santa, Fe did not eve Herald was wrong, as usual. No White.
Usk for it. Was it not worth while
on Stamp count as two lines).
might and probably wou.ld have been spoiled.
If the governor had interferred
Selection by band.
was it too much trouble to extend ai doubt
0
Borders
all
ot
under 3 laches loaf
25c extra
the
Herald
would
the
taken
have
shapes,
Smoker and banquet.
invitation, or what w.is the reason"
T
AB
side and condemned him for
other
sizes
at
Where
used is
Larger
Orchestra
prices.
selections.
proportionate
type
Raton
the
next meeting. What
got
UDJE.UI
But that is the Herald
over one-ha- lf
Inch in size, we charge for one hoe for each
The London Trades Council has adopted a resolution, in the name of itsjwas the reason? Tllev went out after
decorated
with big badges and all over. Roswell Record.
one-ha- lf
membership of iiu.OOO, urging the British government to refuse to receive,
inch or fraction.
WINE
Good Advice.
Walter H. Page as ambassador from the United States, on the ground that jeach member 0( tne party fined with
As
out
at
is
a
the
as
season
camping
DATES, ETC.
'enthusiasm and earnestness and a
Mr. Page is an opponent of organized labor. This action was taken
MAKES BOYS DRUNK
of letters received from a state council of Xew York city. In addition ojre to put Raton t0 the front among hand and many people will be going
Local
town
mcfc
and date, for
Dater
Mc
into the hills, a few regulations conany
to communicating with the British government the council he sent a copy pi,e cities of tne state
2C 'John I .
West
Pa.,
Chester,
May
In
Be
-3
fires
are
order.
forest
In
and
Dater
inch
cerning
Wilson.
50c
Ledger
month,
year
day
of the letter to President
Maybe, by 1914,' we will wake up sufcareful with watches and cigarette Daly( a farmer in London. Britaiu
-4
International relationships are having new notes injected into them with- jficiently to go to Raton and try
Dater
Line
and
month,
35c
Regular
year,
day
has been helc
tcwnBhip, this
in the last few years.
iget the 11)15 meeting in Santa Fe. stubs. Don't build a larger camp Are cn the sum of county,
inch
25c
$500 to appear at an
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
Never leave a fire
Once a man was selected as ambassador to Austria and was declared - j njs gjves ,ls a littlR 1ime to tllillk ;. than is necessary.
ether hearing on the charge of giving
Defiance
Model
Dater
Band
until
denominaIt
out
is
with
a
sure
!0ver.
certain
toward
his
absolutely
attitude
put
religious
of
account
on
unwelcome
water or earth. Never build a camp liberal quantities of wine to seven
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp aad Weed Cot
tion and the United States yielded somewhat reluctantly to the request of the
MO
unwelan
fire against a tree or log. Don't buiki small schoolboys of a nearby public
to
farce
seemed
least
as
it
at
impolitic
Puzzle Solved.
withdrawal of the name
Pearl Check Protector
Echool
to
them
drunk
Ug
thereby
making
nominated
was
W.
Blair,
come' minister upon a friendly power. Later, Henry
There are a great many puzzling bonfires, for the wind may come up an extent that
wore obliged to
SELF-INKIN- G
PADS.
as minister to China, and a protest was made on account of his unfriendly things in this world that go a long and carry it beyond control. If a fire be taken to theirthey
homes in a
1
3-- 4,
attitude toward the aid eastern empire while he was in the senate. In that time unsolved. One is that which has is discovered that cannot be easily Earl Newin, one of tho Tads wagon.
15 cts;
2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2 -4 x 3 2, 25 cts 5
who wa
for-1
to
withdrawn.
the
nearest
word
was
out,
name
put
the
get
instance, also,
been so much bruited : "Why do worn-e- ;
35
2
2,
75 cts;
cts; 3 -8 x 6, 69 cts; 4
est ranger or state Are warden as j furnished the wine died, and it was
Here is a new feature injected and by a private organization.
get off street cars backwards?"
had
that
wine
the
thought
possibly
-4
AH colors.
Vid Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
4
cts.
x
85
consideration.
as
Silver City Inde-- i
9,
quickly
It is a matter requiring the most careful
possible.
Now
a
woman
has broken
Brooklyn
been the cause of his death. On in- ......
....
ti'Vitoli an '
amlmnsnrinr hjiw!
mi. Jlie p.UlCM l!0uif m,, ... n.;-fituiU.Ba.......
;,K,nce tQ ,.evea tne
se pendent.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
vestigatioon and after a consultation
no jurisdiction: ana in wnicn naiioimi quetmuuB aic inn imuivcu. .
cret. She says it is because women
with Doctor McGraw, of Avondale, !t
selection for such a position covers too broad a field for individual choice carry their parcels in their left hands.
was found that the boy died from a
LURE
DESERT
or organization preiei ence, uu umnci
uai iut (,........... ....... This
them to
for
"
case
chronic diabetes.
is
to
be
of
this
character
if
an
considered
ihln to be eravelv
appointment
HAS FATAL POWER Theofteacher
use the right hand in grasping the car
of the "school deputize 1
governed by opposition of this kind.
rail when dismounting and thus they
SANTA FE,
the seven boys to go to the farm. of
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YOUTH
TO
KEEP
to prevent wrinkles and "crow's
and

De Vargas.
Miss II. Pox, Philadelphia.
Mrs. Win. F. Jenks, Philadelphia.
Knas struwu, Alamosa, Colo.

beauty

feet" and deep black circles under the
is as good as

Dr.

eyes-not- hing

j, uuuviui nviij
aiviuiu
f
for
or
trial
fair
a
it

i Pierce's

Horace Harper, City.
Otero, City.
J. ('. Neal, Kansas City.
Frank' Staplin, Karmington.
Jas. Norment, City.
Geo. W. Prichard, City.
Wm. Thomas, St. Paul.
P. F. Chappelle, San Francisco.
J. K. Iiroxton, Estancia.
Mr. and Mrs. ft. A. Gray, City.
Mrs. (!. A. Turner, Pampa, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Asplund, City.
Miss Carolyn Asplund, City.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Digneo, City.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Napoleon. City.
.
Mr. and Mrs.
Annijo, City.
Mr. and .Mrs. I!. II. Ilanna, City.
11. A. Skinner,
City.
Carl Digneo and wife. City.
Adolpli Seligman, City.
II. J. Mendenhall, Kstancia.
Mrs. Kress, Xew York City.
Miss Kress, Xew York City.
V. H.
Yiekham, Las Vegas,
H. .1. Dean, City.
K. F. Hancock, CiTy.
Mrs. John Zook, City.

riTirn

drains on one's vitalitv. This prescription of Dr. Pierce's regulates all the
It eradicates and destroys "Female Complaints" and
womanly functions.
weaknesses that make women miserable and old before their time. Every girl
needs it before womanhood. Every mother needs it. It is an invigorating tonic
for the female system. All medicine dealers have sold it with satisfaction, to
customers for the past 40 years. It is now obtainable in liquid or tablet form
stamps for trial box, to K.V. Pierce, Buffalo.
at drug stores or send 50
one-ce-

DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS
and bowels.
regulate and Invigorate stomach, liver
Sugar coated, tiny grannies, easy to take as candy.
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machine and set of gang plow s, eon- Headed East.
knight of the tics, who oi signed to the (51 hi Farm company at
cnurse gave the name of JohiiHon, was C.ila, arrived here last week and pass-given his choice between working ten cd through town Thursday, eu route!
days on the chain gang or leaving to their destination. Kacll of the three
t wn in an hour, hy Judge Rogers
pieces of machinery is the largest of
He took the latter alternative its kind ever shipped to (his section ot
The tractor, which
and headed east for the Tarheel state. the southwest.
made the thirty mile trip to Gila on its
Deming Headlight.
A colored
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Xo. 1, A. F. & A.

WANTS
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FOR RKXT Modern house in good
communication first Monday locution. Eugene Harvey.
of each month at
FOR SALE - Furniture, including
at
Hall
Masonic
7:30.
piano, Lll Don Gaspar.
.
E. R. PALL, V. M.
CHAS. E. L1XNEY. Secretary.
FOR KENT- - Furnished or
rooms. Call at New State Cile
Santa Fe Chapter Xo
hand
second
WANTED Good
1, K. A. M.
Regular
Apply M. a.
secoiu! lange or cook s'ov
convocation
Monday of each month New Mexican.
at Masonic Hall at
FOR SALE At a bargain. New
7:30 p. m.
brick. Modern., Close in. Ad-- :
J. A. MASSIK.
M." P. O. liox '04.
"F.
dress
P.
II.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
Secretary.
first class condiPiano for Sale
Santa Ke Commanflery tion. Call between 2 and 4 p. m. 1U7
No. L K. T. Regular Washington avenue.
conclave fourth Mon
FOR RENT 4 room house. Large
day in each mouth at
15
Masonic Hall at 7:30 yard, line fruit. Good location;
.1.
per month. Phono
p. m.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.
TO RENT In the Diaz building, on
E. GRirriN, Recorder.
office
several
west side of plaza,
Santa Fo Lodge of Pe"-- rooms overlooking park.

Regular
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banishing those distressing pains

Give

Bakes Bread to Perfection

M. A.
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MASONIC.
Montezuma

ii

Oil Cook-stov- e
Cleaner than coal or wood.
Cheaper than as.
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CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City
Boise,
Butte,
Cheyenne,
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Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masmirv meets on
the third Monday of each mouth at
7 : 30 o'clock in the evening in the Xew
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. AflllOTT, 32",
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WI1EELOX, Secy.
gree.

City.

II. Wagner.

-

FOR RENT Rooms for men. Tfewly
Use of
Hot. water heat.
furnished.
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson CorGrant and Johnson. Tel. 270J.

City.
and Mrs. H. W, Gleason, Hoston.
J. M. Harlan, Albuquerque.
New
,iiiMi boys ami girls in
L. Hockenlielmer,
St. Louis.
can make if.". no per day during
L. Zalinki, Xorfalk, Va.
own power besides hauling out. the
June, July and August. High school
.Miss l.ela Gallaher. City.
a full
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cut
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.Meyer,
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X. M.
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Secretary the next few days. Th's machine haiinow, and the yield promises to be at more modern business buildings which
Also fresh
PIIYSICAN
SURGEON,
and
All
from the coast gardens.
is planning to make the forma! ;leen especially designs'! by Mr. Layne least a ton and a half to the acre have been constructed in
Doming
fish. It would give easy communica- Bryan
Knights are most
Announcement of ratification of the et ihe Layne & Bowler company for Many fruit trees hav
9
Rooms
set out and
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
tion with foreign countries making it
cordially invited.
amendonioat
seventeenth
to
con
the
attended
day or night.
promply
C.
A.
C.
P.
and
horses
to
cattle
market
HILL,
easy
Mitution, providing for the direct eler- A.
3.
of
and
K.
It.
in
countries.
raised here,
REINGARDT,
foreign
tiou of Tinted States senators, a
2 to 4 p. m., 7 to 8 p. m
9 to If a. m
King Progress.
event, marking us it does Uk
culmination of a movement first in
NOTICE
Narrow Escape.
stituted in Congress S7 years ago.
Te All Contractors, Builders, Cement
Mrs. Alice Ruth Moore had a nar- The date for the signing of the pro- Workers.
to death
row escape from burning
e agreea upon witn He
Notice is hereby given that bids
sholtly before noon today, and as it iualuan w"
will be received for the building and
was, received injuries from which BhePresentafive Hunker of Missouri, who
and
Y'ARE I DON'T KNOW
me House COmmiUR
" "B
icenstruction of certain
m he several weeks reenverinna"ian
j
about
jollier improvements in and
Mrs. Moore was cleaning a dress which reported the resolution submitWHETHER I WANT
lht Plaza in the city of Santa Fe; said
with gasoline, in the rear yard at the ted to the State Legislature for ratiIbids to be submitted in writing to
fication
the
last
during
BE
Congress.
PRESIDENT
J. Y. Thornton place on North Penn'Mayor or City Clerk of said city of
the first resolution for
sylvania, when in some manner the theAlthough
BANKORfl
OF
Santa Fe within 20 days from date
popular election of Senators was
A.
doth began to blaze, and soon the
said work is to be done in acintroduced into the House in 1S2G,
hereof;
was
she
was
wearing
ignited. such
clothing
cordance
with the plans and specifica
Sen-ala
measure
not
did
reach
the
names
rollShe fought the
TIME TABLE
valiantly,
are on file and may be
which
until
1850,
jtions,
ing on the ground and beating herself
examined
either
at the office of the
Then
the
met
senwith
proposition
Effective January 1st, 1913.
pud had the fire nearly exhausted
City Clerk, Facundo Ortiz, at Winters'
when her plight was discovered by atorial disfavor during the next 6.
store in said city of Santa
or until February, 1912.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con- Grocery
I'ola Thornton, who rendered valu- years,
or at the office of Mayor Lopez,
The amendement, which thus will
Fe,
3
westbound
No.
and
with
nect
was
She
able assistance.
severely be officially announced, will be the secai Seligman Bros. Company's store in
No. 10 eastbound.
burned about the face, hands and
said city of Santa Fe. Right to
!the
ond
one
so
this
the
promulgated
year,
foet, but the attendant physician ex- first
Santa Fe 12:10 p. reject any and all bids is reserved.
arrive
Returning,
inthat
for
the
being
providing
presses no doubt but that she will re- come tax, which was
Dated this 13th day of May, 191:5.
announced by So
cover. ltoswell Record.
CELSO LOPEZ,
Knox
in the la3t days of the
No. 3 carries passengers to Alburttay
Taft administration,
and to Pacific
Mayor of the City of Santa Fe.
locally,
querque,
Saw Big Engine.
Attest:
Until then the constitution had not
Coast points.
A steam traction engine, shredding
FACl'XDO ORTIZ. Clerk.
been amended
since the famous
Leave Ssnta Fe 3:30 p. m. to confifteenth amendment at the conclusion
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Civil War.
CONTAINS NO.OPIATES
W
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
.Mamma says- "Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
Department of the Interior, U. S.
train for Clovis and Pecos ValFLAGLER'S FOLLV
Land Office at Santa Fe. N M.. May
ley points.
10, 1913.
TRIUMPH
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Notice is hereby given that Nestor
m.
iCallpgos, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
West Palm Beach, May 26 Henry
May 4th, 130S, made Homestead Entry
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conM. Flager, who died here, built the
SE
for SW
No. 14irs-0fif3No. 7 westbound carwith
nect
Florida East Coast Railroad a.id haNW
!SE
Sec. 10, NE
SW
El Paso sleeper, also No.
rying
ter erected the Ponce De Leon ani
!nY
Section 15, Township
XB
4 eastbound.
Alcazar Hotels at a cost of $30,COO,Cuii.
10, X., Range 12 E., N. M. F. Meridian,
Fe
8:35
Santa
arrive
p.
His greatest achievement was the
Returning,
has filed notice of intention to make
m.
extension of his railroad from Miami
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to Key West. For ma.;y years his
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con'lo the land above described, before
plan was ridiculed as impractical
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and the Registe rand Receiver IT. S. Land
and was the "Flager's folly."
The
No. 9 westbound.
iOftice, at Santa Fe. X. M on the 16th
opening of this "overseis" line u reday. of June, 1913.
Fe
Santa
12:30
arrive
Returning
garded as one of the engineering
Claimant names as witnesses:
m
a.
tr.umphs of the age.
Teodoro
Tapia, Rosendo Tapla,
Though he owned a magnificent
I.Vlauricio Tapia, Juan Gonzales, all of
Call
yacht, Mr. Flager never visited Eu
.'Galisteo, N. M.
rope, nor did he ever travel as far
MANVF.I. R. OTERO.
west as the Rocky Mountains.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
Register.
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years ago. And then. Friend Newett
the piece for his paper, .which
appeared three days later,, repeating
and adding
(that the colonel was a liar,
ILy way of good measure, that he was
and a
jr drunkard, a blasphemer,
.Man- - hard loser.
t
tend'-nMiss
W.
T.
Conway.
Change of Bank's Name.
Roosevelt's Reply.
director of industrial eduAn amendment has been tild with '"tie Myers,
who left tor Haton last week
In his libel suit, pascation,
Col.
Roosevelt,
com.nlssiou wm
ithe state, corporation
&Uq
prw,ent
over the charges that he "lies and
ses
instl-the
i
Citizens', Vour r(nlntj,,s wjn hold joint
changing the name of
in a most disgusting way," say- .....u surmentit are 'In soms
Bank of Des Moines. New Mexico, lo.tntes at Silvtir City this week, being
But he
'the First State IJank of Des Moines, those of Grant. Luna, Sierra and Otero ir,.aul.a a matter of opinion.
which will be in session two
counties,
tB th t the drunkeness charge la
New Mexico.
weeks. The summer session of the i, n false, scandalous,
malicious and
Many Arrests by Mounted Police.
State Normal school will also be held M.famatnrv libel." ana asks $10,000
,
police-man"(1
Charles Lambert, mount
there and be In session some eight oamafleSi
made several arrests last week. weeks- ' '
The defendant replies that the ac
ColHe took Elisario Baldonado, of
Seven teachers from San Juan pass- - !CUEation wa8 true and therefore was
fax county, Into custody, on several ed through here the past week on their
atB campagl1 material, and hJ
First he was charged with way to attend these institutes and t "
charges.
e jt
tQ
the
and
carrying concealed weapons
the summer' normal. They were: ..
s tarted as
t
punters
He
larceny of personal property.
Superintendent Earl Douglass, of Az- t
a
r,6 h
was sentenced to serve eight months tec. Miss Ruth Jackson, Earl Jack- - evil at 1G, and
. ,.
. H
lV'
Tumi
tinuii
-'
nPHH lUriUUB luauo urn ul
Minn
111..
Vmmo
tin tut; lufiiiij jan. .Juan
B...oo
udju""
van also arrested in that county Martin. Miss Lilly Colton and MiHS;tis mining paper ana general imuuib
interests Has been aocuseu oi uems a
ami
Rnth Hartman.
(ICIiarKet Willi UUIlCUUUJUfcC,
trust
c
Emitted to 3u days in jail. Juan Garcia Most of the county
institutes tool in this matter, f r the steel
and Ada Rockwell or Cimarron, in throughout the' state will open next c- for powerful political enemies of
He protests, however
lue colonel.
the same county are also held on i'!onday.
ana acted only for
he
has
.hat
spoken
K similar charges as those made against
in
Federal Court Discharged.
Jury
K TiiiiTi Ksnanosa and Officer Lambert
himself.
wr.s
The jury In the federal court
He adds that voluntary contribuexpects to gather In about 20 others discharged last Saturday afternoor.
same
thousand
charge".
on
the
wanted
ludge Pope thanked them for the ef tions amounting to several
Mercantile Firm.
New
in which they had con-- dollars have poured in upon him, in
manner
ticient
m
The Penasco Valley Mercantile' aiuered cases that were brought be- - sums from $1 to $500 to help pay the
expenses of the trial, and that he has
them.
company located in Hope, .uuy coun-llor- o
returned every dollar.
ty, has filed articles of incorporation
Damages of $5,000 Awarded.
with the corporation commission. The
The case of urpy Roe against the
Newett disclaims any personal grievnew company has been capitalized for ganta pe railroad
for damages, ance. He was postmuster of Ishpem-ir$50,000 at $100 per share, and H. J. T. jwnch wag tried in the federal court
for four years, and was appointed
Elms is named as agent. The follow- - jlast we(,k resuited in a verdict for the !jy Roosevelt.
He has never run for
s
ing are the stockholders and direc- pontiff of $5,000. Roe sued for
an elective office.
of the company, with the amounts ,H)0 011 acCount of injuries received to
Bnncpuplt couldn't have picked a
of stock subscribed by each: K. I . J. his eyes from the explosion of a water
man tQ tacke anywhere In
tQUgher
Elms, $2,500; Tom Larremore, sa&ud, class, in the engine on which he was the United States."
says a marqueue
H. M. Gage, $1,000; D. L. Elms, $2,500; firing.
H. B. Jamison
of Albuquer- - business man. He's a
fighter almost
J. E. Elms, $2,500; total $20,000.
que, conducted me case lor ine pmiu- - iot
BonUPltlan sort. He's a aooa
ocuInstitutes.
were
several
tiff. There
County
expert
and a
hunter, too, who.. loves the open,
UImo
II.. m
Superintendent of Public Instruc- liHts called to testify in the case who sirong, unstanaing
man. nneauy
tion Alvan N. White left yesterday to came here from Los Angeles. Chief iibout the liveliest wire in the
attend the county Institute of Colfax Surgeon Morrison of the coast
held this "week at Raton, sion of the Santa Fe was also a
is being conducted by Superin- - ness.
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RUBBER
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is the best that can
be produced. It is
made by the Boston
Woven Hose& Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior
moulded pure
Para Rubber.
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NO DECISION

NON-KIN- K

DANDY

7-P-

are

(Continued

Red Color

and a Popular
Seller with
us for 5 years.
Fully Guaranteed and
an Extra Good
Quality.

the defendant?"

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

It was The Palace Hotel,

it is isrow
THE DE VARGAS

Belden had great difficulty in mak-'ivthe venireman understand.
The latler rtood nervous and silen,
in the jury box while Belden mane-.vered verbail, to convey his meanini;.
Being unabl; to get an answer, at
Judge Fliinr.ignn'B suggestion, Ericl.
loii was paspod over temporarily.
Charles K Rutledge, of Ishpeminr,
yen of a minister, who formerly lived
in Ohio, said he was an automobile
repair man.
"Are you a subscriber of Mr. New-ctt'paper, Iron Ore?" asked M.
Pound.
"Yes, my father is, and I know Mr.
Newett and repair his automobile.
"Your friendship with the defendant would not bias you in the trial of
.

i.iiis

W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.

ter?''

The De Vargas will bs remoielled in the Spanish style and
and
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted
compapered. Many private baths and all the
first-clahotel.
forts of a
ss

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, drain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
41

F

STOCK

FOOD.

and packages
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk

ALFA SEED,

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

Phone Black

45

case?"

"No, I think I could try it fairly."
"What do you think of the law of
nbol? Is it a joke or a serious mat"I think it is serious."
"If a man published something untruthful about another, you think he
be punished?"
"Yes, I do."
Rutledge was excused by the plaintiff's counsel for cause.
"T. R." Listens.
Colonel Roosevelt, sitting about 2C
reel from the jury box, lisetned alten
tively to the examination of the venire
rr.en.
Frequently he leaned over to talk to
James R. Garfield, who sat beside him,
or looked about the court room, nodding to people he recognized.
Mind Was Made Up.
William J. Irving, a miner of Republic, near here, came to ivlarquetie
county from Armagh, Ireland, and is
employed by the Cambria Mining company, It developed under questioning
by Mr. Pound. He does not read "Iron
Ore," the paper in which the alleged

I'bel appeared.
"Have you any opinion which
would prevent you from giving a fair
trial?" asked Pound.
Phone Black "I've made up my mind, yes Bir."
"Challenged for cause," snapped
45
Pound.

"Excused," said the court, and the
piiner departed.
William
Pryor, a clear skinned

young man in a business suit, thought

Start Saving Tire Expenses
Rim-cutti-

Ruins 23 Per Cent of the
Clincher Tires.

ng

Old-Ty-

he could be fair and that libei is

perious offense.
"Would you have any hesitation lr.
awarding satisfactory damages to a
man, if, In your judgment, he was

pe

libelled?"

save you further,
we offer real tire
service.

users even more.
No

can't

tires

Rim-C-

rim-cu-

And

t.

Good Year

No-Ri- m
they are 10 per cent,
Cut
oversize. Today they
Tires
far outsell all others
WITH OR WITHOUT
because of these big
NON-SKI-

savings.

TREADS.

"Or

We guide men in
We
tire
supply them means
for quick repairs.
good many men
give us credit for
saving much of their
A

tire expense.

S

HARDWARE CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
--

characteristics,

ttt the verdict?"

accordingly?"
"No, I wouldn't hesitate
Stanway, a clerk, a natjvj
rf Cornwall, England, was asked
"It has been charged that the plain
tiff was an habitual drunkard, and the
S3

"08

X

the

hf.bits and conduct of candidates?"
"Not in such a case," answered
Pryor.
Thomas Howard, a farmer, said hn
was not prejudiced against either of
ie litigants. He would avard ade
quate damages if it was proven that
a man was damaged by libel.
"Would the fact that the plaintiff
had been president of the United
Slates influence you in giving Mr. New- "Yes, it would.'
"Now, if Mr. Newett said the
llaintiff was a drunkard and Mr.
Newett proved he was a drunkurd,
would you hesitate in finding a verdict

Let Us Show You How.
WOOD-DAVI-

against

uti-- j

suit a fair hearing?"
Washington, D. C, May 26 No deCounsel for the defense objected to cision in the state rate case was
tjle question as to being an habitu
reached by the supreme court today.
drunkard
Stanway said he would give it a
iair hearing. He added he had no preconceived notions as to the mtiits of
the case.
New York, N. Y., May 26. Absence
History of thu Case.
in the
of confirmatory developments
(By WT. H. A.burnj

wall street;

May 26. This
Marquette, Mich.,
week a Marquette county jury will
undertake to determine whether Theo- uore Kooseveu is a arunKaru.
That is, provided, J2
men can be fou'id in the county. This
l'j an exciteable and opinionated section, where Bull Mooe and Republican hate each other enthusiastically.
civil libel suit
Roosevelt's
Col.
,
against George A. Newett of Ishpem-ingeditor and owner of Iron Ore, is
for trial May 2C. it is based on
Newett's statement published , October 12, .1912, ihat "Roosevelt getsj
Orunk, and thai: mot infrequently, and
til his intimates know it."
And it is going to le a merry old
(rial, that will echo in every cornei
cf America. Both sides are going to
fight It to a finish, and both appear
confident.
to
Col. Roosevelt himself is here
direct the battle. He is determined to
crush, once for all, the rumor whispered against him oflen, but never,
perhaps, blurted out so baldly as in
Newett's paper. ...He has retained Attorneys James H. Pound of Detroit
and W. S. Hill of Marquette, and has
brought legal reinforcements from
New York.
The colonel will also have a spectacular array of witnesses. There is
alk of a special car full of notables,
.vlarquette expects Gifford Pinchot,
General Leonard Wood, Surgeon General Rixey gf the United States navy.
Albert Shaw, editor of the Review of
Reviews, Lyman Abbott, editor of the
Outlook, and others ot national fame,
who will presumably testify to Roosevelt's sobriety. And there will be a
bale of depositions of the same tenor.
Newett Is Busy, Too.
In the matter of depositions, Editor
Newett is on the job, too. He ha-just been out west gathering a lot oi
them. And his lawyers, W. P. Belden.
of Ishpeming, and Horace Andrews, o"
Cleveland, have been very busy in the
east and the middle west taking down
The testimony of volunteer deposers,
who are said to agree with Newett's
estimate of the colonel.
The depositions will make entertain
nig reading for the American people.
And for that reason, Judge Richard C.
Flannigan, the prim, sunolarly republican justice who will l ear the case, is
keeping them Sealed lor the present
He doesn't want any possible juror to
know what's In them beforehand.
Roosevelt, of course, will be the cen.
:al figure of the trial. But Newett
Hill share the limelight.
And this
belligerent Irish editor, who has dared to bait the colonel
i
regarded here aa a nort of hero.
Not that the populace loves Newett. He isn't a popular leader, exactly.
Many people in this Bull Moose stronghold call him . a reactionary. Any
how, he has trained with the standpa
Republican bunch, and been a member of the ruling clique in Marquette
county overthrown by T. R. last fall
Besides, men of Newett's truculent
character and vocabulary make plenty
of enemies. But his foes respect his
strapping qualities, aud his friends
swear by him. And Newett stand:)
ty his friends.
That's what got him into the mix-uwith Roosevelt. The colonel had jumped onto Congressman H. O. Young,
ot Ispheming, Newett's
friend.
It was at a political meeting in Marquette, October 9.
Roosevelt, in a sermon on the text.
"Thou shalt not bear false witness, '
I awled out the congressman as an at- torney of the steel trust. Thereupon
ore John R. Van Evers arose up in
meeting and told Roosevelt he was a
liar, who knew, or ought to know, that
Young had dropped his steel trust
Tcrk when he entered congress ter
open-minde- d

J

single-hande-

was made by the counsel
tor defense that this was presuming
a verdict of guilty.
,
Pryor said he had no prejudices
neiinst the publication of criticism r.f
candidates for office.
Objection

To

And skimpy tires
barely rated size.cost

a

j

then."-Willia-

IN

THE RATE CASE

defense is that the charges
true. Would you be able to give the

frcai page one).

Crickson thought it was serious
Attorney Belden asked him if he had
preconceived opinion of the case.
"No," came the reply.
"Have you any prejudice as to th:.
right of a newspaper to comment on
fllthe actions OH a public character;
"No."
"If we sho.i'd prove that what th;
defendant wrote against the plaintill
v,as true, weiild you have prejudu.--ugain- st

HOSE

WRAPPED

LY

$35,-tor-

j

p

life-lon- g

Pacific situanion
tion and other conflicting conditions
brought about a degree of depression
to the early session of today's stock
The Harriman stocks and a
market.
few other prominent issues made
gains at the outset, but these were
soon affected by selling much of
which seemed to have its origin in the
I

Pacific-Souther-

short interest.
Canadian Pacific lost

two points
with one point loses in Union Pacific,
Chesapeake & Ohio and Rock Island
preferred. St. Louis and San Francisco second preferred, which opened
with a smart advance, soon fell back
to a level approximating Its recent low
record. Brooklyn transit steadied on
its higher dividend rate.
Bonds were steady.
The
heavy.
The market closed
dullness of the last hour was relieved
by a sharp advance of 7 points in
Virginia-Carolin- a

preferred, the

bal-

ance of the list touching the lowest
prices of the session.
Canadian Pacific, Union Pacific,
Reading and St. Paul reflected fur-

ther pressure.

Union Pacific received another set
of
back at midday upon publication
April earnings, showing a very nominal gross increase and a fairly large
loss in ne
Everywhere the market
continued dull and heavy.
AN INFERIOR COURT

ASKS SUPREME COURT
TO REVERSE INFERIOR.
Unique in Legal Battles is Struggle
To Get
of Gompers and
Decision Reviewed By Highest Tribunal.
Washington, I). C, May 2C The
district Bupreme court here, which
originally sentenced Samuel Gompers, John Mitchell and Frank Morrison, the labor leaders, to jail, for contempt of court, filed a petition with
the supreme court of the United States
today asking the highest tribunal to
review the decision of the district
court of appeals, which affirmed the
conviction of the three men, but reduced their sentences,. At the same
time the high court had under consideration a writ of error presented by
attorneys for the convicted men.
Gompers originally was sentenced
to 12 months, Mitchell to nine and
Morrison to six. The district court ol
appeals affirmed the conviction and
reduced Gomper's sentence to 80 days
and Mitchell's and Morrison's to a fine
of $500 each.

Attorneys for the labor leaders ask
a review and reversal of the lower
court on many grounds. The district
supreme court, against which It is alleged the men committed contempt
ia the noted Buck's stove and range
esse, asks review on the ground that
the court of appeals had no authority
to reduce the sentences after affirming
the convictions.
Those best Informed on the history
of

jurisprudence in the supreme court

of the United States know of no other
instance in which one inferior court
has applied directly to the. highest
tribunal to reverse another inferior
court.
ARGUMENTS

ARE HEARD.

Denver, Colo., May 26. Arguments
were heard by the state supreme
court today on the application for a
writ of supersedeas by Richard J.
Bolles, president of the Florida Fruit
Lands company. Recently a district
court jury In Colorado Springs returned a verdict of $150,000 against
Bolles In favor of Win. O'Brien for attorneys fees.

26,

1913.

PANAMA HATS

LOCAL ITEMS.

AT

A BIG

DISCOUNT

IN TELEPHONING

TAILORED
an overstock.
The New Mexican, if your business owing to
HATS
DRESS
AND
greatly reduced in
fs about advertising, subscriptions or
UN rmiviivitu
ON
Ic.h work, nl.ase call uo
"286." If nrice.
cent discount. Don't
you wish to speak to the editor or give 10, 20 and ?5 per
before purchasing
to
"31."
get
prices
news,
forget
any
please phone

anrta

elsewhere.
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JUST RECEIVED

MAY

Money to loan on Improved city
property. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
The Gate She Left Open a great
drama at the Elks' tonight.
Keep the entire house sweet and
clean, during the summer. Many disinfectants for many purposes at
Zook's.
FOR SALE Team of mules. Price
$125. Inquire Santa Fe Products.
FOR RENT Newly furnished room
down town. Bath, electric lights,
heat. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Safe and Sane Banking is the motto
Read
of the First National Bank.
their Interesting statement in another
column today.
Send in the man that can never
find ties to please him. The Hub.
Delivery
Motorcycle
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
Service.
127 San Francisco St. Phcne 96J.
Tonight's Program at the Elks:
"The Duke's Dilemma," "The Gate
She Left Open," "The Scale of Justice."
School Closes May 29 The closing
exercises of St. Francis Parochial
Rchool of the Cathedral parish, wi.il
be held at Loretto auditorium at 1:M
Thursday. An elaborate program Las
been
prepared by the sisters in

MISS A. MUGLER
CORNER PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST

I

EMPRESS OF JAPAN

i

NOW IS TAKEN ILL
Tokio, May 26 Emperor Yoshihito
is better, but the Empress Sadnko has
fallen ill from a cold contracted during her long vigil at her husband's
bedside.
Her illness is not critical but she is
unable to leave her apartments.

Rapid-Trans-

charge.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The finest rooms In thb city, having
electric lieht. steam heat and baths.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquar
ters in the hotel.
"We are giving five dollars in silver
to the closest guesser, what time
clock stops. Salmon's.
FOR SALE All kinds of building
314 Galisteo street.
lumber.
A good chamois is known by Its
thickness and uniform cut. Try one
of Zook's good chamois for all house
cleaning needs.
Meeting this Evenii g There wil'
lie a regular meeting of Santa Fe
No. 1. Knights Templars, at
eight o'clock in Masonic Hall, south
of plaza. All visiting members
ure cordially invited.
Fifteen per cent discount on ladies
suits, summer coats and dresses for
one week. Salmon's.
Case In the supreme court this week
Involves title to lands worth a fortune. An abstract from us would
have shown up the defective title.
Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B.
Lee, Secy. U. S. Bank & Trust Co.
Bldg.
Building a Substantial Bridge
Seferino Alarid, who is chairman of
the committee from the council to
look after the matter, is busy personally superintending the construction of a concrete bridge on College
street. The work will be thoroughly
done and will add to the substantial
improvements that are being made to
the streets of the city.
LOST A watch, on the school
giounds or near the east side of the
plaza, Wednesday during the fete exercises. Watch Is gold, with L. F. D. on
tack. Finder return to New Mexican
office and receive substantial reward.
We are showing some . $3.50 and
$4.50 men's trousers that no exclusive
tailor can duplicate at anything near
the prices. The Hub.
FOR REXT Modern residence; five
rooms; cement cellar; bath; built-ichina closet and cupboard; large
Best neighborhood;
clothes closet.
close in. See O. C. Watson & Co.
Get a powerful insect killer that
searches out every nook. Rout the
bugs in the right way. Zook's Insect
Killer is fine.
The Duke's Dilemma a screaming
comedy at the Elks' tonight.
Coronado to Close Three Days G.
n

Lupe Herrera 'announces today that
owing to improvements that are to
be made to his dining room in the
Coronado hotel, on the Plaza, no
meals will be served tomorrow, WedThe restaunesday and Thursday.
rant will reopen Friday, May 30. The
contract for the improvements has
been let to G. H. Redmond, the local
who will
painter and
transform the dining room into a
cheerful, artistic room. Mr. Herre.va
intends to make many Improvements
so that his patrons may be well picas-ewhen they return to the Coronad'
Friday.
paper-hange-

MRS. JACK GARDNER
TO RIDE ELEPHANT
IN CHARITY PAGEANT.
Noted Boston Society Leader Will Appear as a Bejewelled Oriental Princess With Hamilton Fish as Bodyguard.
Boston, Mass., May 26. Mrs. Jack
Gardner, the Boston society leader,
and owner of the famous "Italian palace in the Fenway, is to be seen here
tomorrow riding an elephant. She
has been engaged to take a leading
part In a pageant on the Larz Anderson estate for the benefit of a
hospital and clad as an orienshe
tal princess, richly bejewelled,
will ride on the howdah of an elephant with 250 other society amateurs
also taking part in the pageant.
On a second elephant, if another
can be obtained, Hamilton Fish, Jr.,
will accompany Mrs. Gardner as an
oriental bodyguard and several society women will ride In Persian costumes on circus camels.

GETS JUDGE TO
APPROVE

HIS BOND.

Denver, Colo., May 26. Four of the
newly elected commissioners conferred with the civil service commission
today at the conclusion of which the
commissioners who are scheduled to
take office June 1, stated that so far
as their present legal information is
concerned, they "could vacate all city
offices." The civil service commissioners stated that they intend to "enforce all civil service sections of the

city charter."
J. Arnold had

After Mayor Henry

refused to approve his bond, Alexander Nisbet, commissioner of safetj'-elect- ,
had the bond approved by District Judge G. W. Allen, who also administered the oath.
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF NEW YORK.
Statement for the year ending December iilst, 1912, according to the
standard of the insurance department
of the State of New York.
Income.
lieceived from preiniums$5G,747,031.!9
From all other sources 29,699,481.75
THE

Total received

$84,446,513.74

Disbursements.
To policy holders
$60,630,936.97
For all other sources.. 11,041,161.94
Total disbursed
$71,672,098.91
Assets.
Real
estate
(market
value
,...$ 23,532,623.87
219,751,108.23
Secured loans
Bonds and Stocks owned (market value) .. 342,408,141.28
2,196,742.05
Cash :
Advanced or deposited to
613,566.93
pay policy claims . .
Premiums in course of
collection, or collected
and not reported, interest and rentals due
10,622,863.90
and accrued

Total assets

V

$599,125,046.26

4

Liabilities.
$485,980,754.65
Policy reserves
4,263,927.64
Policy claims
held for future
Fund,
dividends on policies
In which the apportionment of dividends is
deferred, and for depreof securities
ciation
and general contingen87,229,658.86
cies
Amount to be apportioned to policy holders in
1913

17,368,046.93

Other liabilities and
serves
Total liabilities

re-

4,292,658.18
$599,125,046.26

See Johnson
The Roofman
For Leaky Roofs
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,
ALBUQUERQUE

AND

SANTA FE

(Montezuma Hotel)

Spring Time
-- IS-

KODAK TIME!

Kodak

chil-dren-

SAVED FROM JAIL.
Washington, D. C, May 26. President Wilson today g' anted an indefinite stay of sen'ence to Dr. Theodore
Kharas, of Elmlra, New York, convicted at Omaha, ot using the mails
to defraud and sentenced to four
months' imprisonment and $400 fine.
Kharas sold stock in a company promoting an invention which Congressmen Bremmer and Baker of New Jersey, told the president today, had
The presisince proved successful.
dent's action saved Kharas from going
'jail tomorrow.
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JUST THINK WHAT
an abundance of pleasure you could
have with a Kodak not only now,
but for practically the rest of your
life.

The Camera will never get to be
a thing of the past.

ZOOK'S

.

SANTA

PHARMACY
FE. N. M,

i

